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Foreword
At present there is tremendous pressure on land resources due to increasing population and competing
demands of various land uses. Land is used for the largest primary private industry in our country i.e.
agriculture. In view of the decreasing land-man ratio and continued dependence of a high proportion of
the population on agriculture, it is important to take proper care of this finite resource. Unfortunately it
is a widely neglected and misused resource. The results are ominous in the form of high degradation and
declining productivity. The situation demands everyone’s attention and immediate correction.
Land resource includes soil, water, bio-diversity, and micro climate. Soil is the most important component,
as any effect on it, directly influences and changes other components. One cannot control slope, texture,
climate and other critical soil factors but can surely control tillage, crop rotations, soil amendments and
other management choices. Through proper selection and application of appropriate soil, water and crop
management practices, the structure, biological activity and chemical content of the soil can be changed
and erosion rates, pest populations and nutrient availability can be modified as we aim for higher crop
production. All efforts are required to be directed towards keeping biological systems diverse, productive
and attain sustainable development by balancing local and global efforts to meet basic human needs
without destroying or degrading the natural environment.
Though it is challenging, increasing the productivity is the only way for survival of the civilization. I hope
that the contents of this booklet on “Soil, Water and Crop Management” will help all stakeholders in
understanding the nuances of proper land use for enhancing the productivity and farm income.

Harsh Kumar Bhanwala
Chairman
NABARD, Mumbai
August 2018

Message
Food is essential to life. Feeding more than 1.25 billion population takes a heavy toll on India’s land resources. The challenge
of natural resource management is evident from the fact that with mere 2.4 percent share of the world’s land and only
4.0 percent share of the world’s fresh water resources, the agriculture sector of India has to cater to 17.5 per cent of the
world’s population.
Loss of biodiversity stems largely from the habitat loss and fragmentation caused by the human appropriation of land for
development, forestry and agriculture as natural capital is progressively converted to man-made capital. Factors such as
climate change have increased pressure on natural resources. Added to this are the resource-hungry activities, like the need
for irrigation water, synthetic fertilizers and pesticides to the resource costs of food packaging, transport and retail.
Soil-Water security and food security are inextricably linked. Soil and Water conservation includes all the policies, strategies
and activities to sustainably manage the natural resource of fresh water, to protect the hydrosphere, and to meet the current
and future human demand.
Solution lies in conscious adaptation of sustainable agriculture, organic farming and sustainable business practices and
strengthening the resiliency characteristics of land resources.
In the light of the above, relevant information related to soil, water and crop production at one place will certainly help
all stakeholders in planning strategy, finding appropriate solution, application and implementation of suitable and precise
technology aimed at conserving soil and water resources and increasing productivity and income of the farmers.
I congratulate C-TAG Coordinator and members for their excellent work in preparing this Sectoral Paper on Soil, Water and
Crop Management. NABARD would be glad to receive valuable feedback and suggestions for enriching our endeavor.
H.R. Dave
Deputy Managing Director
NABARD, Mumbai
August 2018
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Land serves as the storage for water and
nutrients required for different crops. Demands
for food, energy and human requirements are
also met from the limited land resources. Soil
formation and erosion are simultaneously
occurring natural process. The challenge of
natural resource management is evident from
the fact that with mere 2.4 percent share of the
world’s land and only 4.0 percent share of the
world’s fresh water resources, the agriculture
sector of India has to cater to 17.5 per cent of the
world’s population.
Soil and water resources are backbone of Indian
Agriculture. Conservation, management and
judicious use of these resources especially in
rainfed areas is utmost important for sustainable
livelihood and food security of 2/3 of Indian
population which depend on agriculture in the
country. The ever increasing pressure of human
and livestock population in the country is a major
cause of shrinking as well as fast deterioration
of natural resources like soil, water, genetic
resources and forestry.
Significant shift in land use has been witnessed
over the decades mainly due to ever increasing
population and need of land for non-agriculture
uses. A sample of this shift over a period of 10
years from 2003-04 to 2013-14 is the indication
of the future scenario and pressure on the land
resource of the country.
Although net sown area and cropping intensity
has increased the “climatically and socially

significant buffer land” under categories such
as culturable waste land, fallow land other
than current, current fallow land, pastures and
grazing lands declined significantly. At the same
time highest increase of 9.8% was recorded
under land put to Non-Agri use (Table 1.1).
Utilization of natural resources without
deterioration for a sustainable production of
food and other agricultural crops is a major
challenge. This is compounded by the fact that
Indian agriculture is largely weather dependent,
with full of uncertainties. Major challenge of
enhancing crop production is how to increase
productivity in the face of low resource use
efficiency. Irrigation that shares more than
80% of public investment in agriculture has not
shown much improvement in its efficiency.
Efficiency of other inputs like fertilizer, pesticides
are also low owing to their indiscriminate use,
weak extension and services and inadequate
infrastructure. The imbalance in fertilizer use
(NPK) is 7:3:1 as against the ideal ratio of 4:2:1.
Though, IPM is being recommended for a long
time, its practice is limited by the availability
of right kind of bio-control agents and biopesticides. Similar is the case of bio-fertilisers.
Soil and water resources management is
a traditional area of development with
considerable funding by Government for
watershed development, soil conservation,
reclamation of salt affected area and water
logged lands. Notwithstanding considerable

Table 1.1: Land use classification change
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Land Classification
Area under Non-agriculture use
Barren & unculturable land
Permanent pasture & other grazing land
Land under misc. tree crops & groves (not included in Net Sown area)
Culturable Waste land
Fallow land other than current fallow land
Current Fallow
Net Sown area
Total cropped area
Area sown more than once
Arable Land
Cropping Intensity

Source: Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare
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2003-04
245.16
174.66
104.84
33.81
132.41
113.13
144.89
1407.08
1896.61
489.53
1831.32
134.8%

Area (lakh Ha.)
2013-14
269.13
169.48
102.58
31.87
123.88
106.94
141.54
1414.28
2008.59
594.31
1818.50
142.0%

% change
Change
23.97
-5.18
-2.26
-1.94
-8.53
-6.19
-3.35
7.20
111.98
104.78
-12.82
7.20%

9.78
-2.97
-2.15
-5.74
-6.44
-5.47
-2.31
0.51
5.90
21.40
-0.70
5.35

funding by the Government, some of the
activities like on farm development works
in command areas, bench terracing in hilly
areas, soil and water conservation measures in
slopping lands, production of organic manures,
bio-fertilizers,
bio-pesticides,
bio-control
agents, seed production and processing etc.
require institutional credit for taking up the
activities by individual farmers. The need for
credit requirement of these activities requires
understanding by the banks with necessary
awareness creation and capacity building.
Though government funding from budgetary
resources is available for certain activities the
financial assistance doesn’t meet the entire
requirement of the participating farmers. In
such situations credit support from banks can
supplement the government funding.
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2.	Overview of
Agriculture in India
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According to the new series of national income
released by the CSO, at constant (2011-12) basic
prices, the share of agriculture in total Gross
Value Added (GVA) was 15.2 per cent (PE) in 201617. The Growth rate of GVA at constant (2011-12)
basic price under agriculture and allied sectors
was 0.8 per cent in 2015-16 (RE) and 4.4 per
cent in 2016-17 (Second AE). The share of Gross
Capital Formation (GCF) in GVA of Agriculture and
allied sector was 16.27% in 2015-16 as compared
to 17.27% in 2014-15 and 17.89% in 2013-14.
Total food grain production during 2016-17 has
been estimated (4th AE) at 275.68 million tonnes
as compared to 251.57 million tonnes in 201516, registering a growth of 9.6% over 2015-16.
Highest per cent increase was recorded in case
of pulses and coarse grains due to focussed
attention of the govt. policy to move towards
self- sufficiency (Table 2.1).
Though yield/productivity in food grains and
pulses has increased post-2000, the yield gaps
vis-à-vis other countries are wide and even within
different states yields vary widely, showing that
there are possibilities of raising production by
increasing yield of most of the crops (Table 2.2).

Use of Fertilizer

Estimated Consumption of Fertilizer (NPK) (Kg.
per Ha. Per annum) and ratio of consumption are
given in the tables below.

Table 2.1: Production of major crops
Crop

Production (Million tonnes/ bales)
2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Rice
Wheat
Maize
Coarse grains
Pulses
Total foodgrains
Oilseeds
Cotton
Sugar cane

106.65
95.85
24.26
43.29
19.25
265.04
32.75
35.90
352.14

105.48
86.53
24.17
42.86
17.15
252.04
37.51
34.80
362.33

104.32
93.50
21.81
37.94
16.47
251.57
25.30
30.15
352.16

Marketable
surplus Ratio
2016-17 2010-11 2014-15
(4th AE)
110.15
80.65
88.06
98.38
73.20
73.78
26.26
86.00
88.06
44.19
22.95
275.68
32.10
33.09
99.73
98.59
306.72

Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare (Agri. Status at a Glance 2016)
Table 2.2: Productivity of major crops
Crop

Average Productivity (Kg/Ha.)
Highest
India
World
Highest productivity
country
2404
4546
6832 China
3093
3314
8634 Germany
2509
5622
10744 USA
652
909
1941 USA
71095
69373
90992 Colombia
1486
1657
4397 USA

Rice
Wheat
Maize
Pulses
Sugarcane
Groundnut

Source: Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare (Agri. Status at a Glance 2016)
and FAOSTAT (2014 data)

Table 2.3
Particulars

All India

South Zone

N
P
K
Total

84.44
30.39
12.62
127.45

105.63
43.15
25.90
174.68

N
P
K
Total

84.84
34.08
11.73
130.66

107.00
48.17
24.30
179.46

West Zone
2014-15
58.76
25.14
8.71
92.61
2015-16
58.77
27.33
7.75
93.85

North Zone

East Zone North East Zone

131.42
35.50
6.66
173.58

74.75
26.68
17.04
118.47

36.09
12.19
17.69
65.97

125.99
41.25
7.24
174.47

89.38
34.04
17.48
140.90

26.31
6.02
6.68
39.01

Source: Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare (Agri. Status at a Glance 2016)
Table 2.4
Particulars
2014-15
2015-16

All India
6.7:2.4:1.0
7.2:2.9:1.0

South Zone
4.1:1.7:1.0
4.4:1.9:1.0

West Zone
6.8:2.9:1.0
7.6:3.5:1.0

North Zone
19.7:5.3:1.0
17.4:5.7:1.0

East Zone North East Zone
4.4:1.6:1.0
2.1:0.7:1.0
5.1:1.9:1.0
3.9:0.9:1.0

Source: Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare (Agri. Status at a Glance 2016)
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Status of Health Card Scheme as on 23.01.2018 SHC Printed and Distributed

112000000

11,18,19,002

110000000
108000000
106000000
104000000

10,37,79,531

10,28,02,519

SHCs
Printed

SHCs
Distributed

102000000
100000000
98000000

States of Northern zone use nitrogenous
fertilizers indiscriminately. State wise status of
NPK ratio (2015-16) in some of the states are
alarmingly high.

Cumulative
target

Soil Heath Card Format English

A massive programme of soil testing and issue of
soil health cards to farmers have been launched
in the country. As per the available data up to 23
January 2018, 10.28 crore Soil Health cards have
been issued. This is expected to enable the farmers
in deciding the right quantity and right type of
fertilizers for different crops to be grown by them.

Seeds

Seed is the basic input for enhancing agricultural
production and productivity. Efficacy of all other
agricultural inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides,
and irrigation as well as impact of agro-climatic
conditions is largely determined by the quality
of the seed used. It is estimated that the quality
of seed accounts for 20-25 per cent of crop
productivity. Certified / quality seeds of major
crops are adequately available in the country
as can be seen from the table below. However,
there has been shortfall in the availability of
certified/quality gram, lentil, pea, soya bean,
and potato seeds
As on 31 March 2015 and 2016 total production
of different types of seeds and pesticides in the
country was as under.

Table 2.5
Crop
Wheat
Paddy
Maize
Total Cereals
Total Pulses
Total Oilseeds

(Million Quintal)
2014-15
2015-16
Requirement
Availability Requirement
Availability
11.25
11.68
11.35
11.80
8.48
9.29
8.29
9.51
1.08
1.22
1.07
1.27
21.56
23.07
21.52
23.55
2.89
1.89
3.05
2.72
6.71
6.19
5.94
5.14

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmer’s Welfare, GoI (Agri. at a Glance 2016)

Table 2.5a
Particulars
31-03-2015
31-03-2016

Breeder seeds
(Million Qt.)
0.08
0.09

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmer’s Welfare, GoI (Agri. at a Glance 2016)
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Foundation Seeds
(Million Qt.)
1.58
1.50

(Million Quintal)
Certified/ quality seeds
(Million Qt.)
30.3
30.4

Irrigation

As per the data available for the year 2013-14,
47.7 % of the total area under different crops is
irrigated. The Share of different crops in gross
cropped area and irrigated area in the country
during 2013-14 is given below (Table 2.6).
Table 2.6
Particulars
% share in Gross cropped Area
% share in Irrigated area

Rice
22.14
59.6

Wheat Total Cereal Total Pulses
15.63
93.6

50.46
59.5

11.84
19.7

Total
Foodgrain
62.30
51.9

Total
Oilseeds
14.99
27.3

Sugarcane
NA
95.3

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmer’s Welfare, GoI (Agri. at a Glance 2016)
The central government initiated the Accelerated
Irrigation Benefit Programme (AIBP) in 1996-97
for the completion of the incomplete irrigation
projects. An irrigation potential of 85.5 lakh ha
is reported to have been created under the AIBP
by states from major / medium /minor irrigation
projects till March 2016.
A large Number of major and medium irrigation
projects under AIBP were languishing for want of
funds. Hence to ensure completion of these projects
a dedicated Long Term Irrigation Fund (LTIF) was
created in NABARD in 2016-17 with initial corpus of
` 20000 crore. For 81 projects pertaining to 18 states
have been sanctioned up to 31 March 2017.

Institutional Credit to the
Farmers

There has been impressive growth in institutional
credit from banks to the agriculture sector. Growth
was more pronounced in short term credit which
constituted around 75 % during 2011-12 to 201516. However, it substantially declined to 65% of
total credit to agriculture sector during 2016-17.
This decline during 2016-17 in short term credit
was equally made good by impressive growth in
investment credit to agriculture sector (Table 2.7).
The Government’s priority to enhance capital
formation in agriculture arrested the declining
trend in the share of long term credit in agriculture
over the past few years in 2016-17, when it rose
to 35%. Towards this end, the corpus of Long
Term Rural Credit Fund (LTRCF) of NABARD was
increased to ` 15000 crore in 2016-17.
As on 31 March 2016 15.05 crore Kisan Credit cards
have been issued and total loan outstanding with
the KCC loanee farmers was ` 5.3 lakh crore.
Agency wise break –up given in the table 2.7a.

The Interest Subvention Scheme for short term
production credit (crop loans) which was started
by the Government of India in 2006-07 has since
been extended to private-sector banks and the
scheme continues.
In order to discourage distress sale of crops by
farmers, the benefit of interest subvention has
been made available to small and marginal
farmers having Kisan Credit Card for a further
period of up to six months (post- harvest)
against negotiable warehouse receipts (NWRs)
at the same rate as available to crop loan. Other
farmers have been granted post-harvest loans
against NWRs at the commercial rates.
Studies conducted by the RBI and National
Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
(NABARD) indicate that the crop loans are not
reaching intended beneficiaries and there are
no systems and procedures in place at several
bank branches to monitor the end-use of funds.
Table 2.7
Type of Credit
Crop Loan
Term Loan
Total
Share of Term Loan

2012-13
4.73
1.34
6.07
22.1%

2013-14
5.48
1.82
7.30
24.9%

2014-15
6.35
2.10
8.45
24.9%

(` lakh crore)
2015-16
2016-17
6.65
6.23
2.50
3.37
9.15
9.60
27.3%
35.1%

Source: NABARD Annual Report 2016-17
Table 2.7a
Agency
No. of KCC issued
(cumulative no. in crore)
Amount of loan O/S as
on 31 March 2016
(` lakh crore)

Commercial Cooperative
Banks
Banks
8.16
4.21
3.33

1.09

RRBs

Total

2.68

15.05

0.88

5.30

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmer’s Welfare, GoI (Agri. at a Glance 2016)
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According to NSSO 70th round data, as much as 40 per cent of the finances of farmers
still comes from informal sources, despite an increase in the flow of institutional
credit to agriculture in recent years. Usurious moneylenders account for a 26 per
cent share of total agricultural credit.

Crop Insurance and marketing support

Over the years, different variant of crop insurance has been launched in the country
to protect the farmer’s income. Status of implementation (up to Rabi 2015-16) is
indicated in the table below.
Table 2.8
Particulars
No. of farmers Insured (crore)
No. of farmers benefited (crore)

NAIS
27.12
8.37

WBCIS
7.24
5.12

MNAIS
2.77
0.98

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmer’s Welfare, GoI (Agri. at a Glance 2016)
Crop wise coverage (per cent) under all types of crop insurance products during
2014-15 and 2015-16 is given below.
Table 2.8a
Particulars

2014-15
2015-16

Paddy Wheat

21.7
25.84

25.12
27.98

Sugar
cane
2.6
4.14

Oil- Pulses Cotton
Gross
seeds
cropped
Area
33.68 27.48
12.8
21.98
44.01 29.94 12.17
26.1

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmer’s Welfare, GoI (Agri. at a Glance 2016)
Table 2.9
Particulars
Procurement (Million Tonnes)
a. Rice
b. Wheat
Storage Capacity (Million tonnes)

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

31.84
25.10
74.18

32.04
28.02
71.44

33.54
28.10
81.48

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmer’s Welfare, GoI (Agri. at a Glance 2016)
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The electronic National Agricultural Market
(e-NAM) is envisaged as a pan-India electronic
trading portal networking the existing APMCs
across the country. The programme will enable
buyers/sellers situated within and outside the
state to participate in trading at the local level.
The main features of the scheme are as follows.
•	To establish quality management system
for quality assurance and grading.
•	Provides end-to-end solutions to all sellers
and buyers: grading, price discovery,
payment and transportation and delivery.
•	Rationalize transaction costs, reduction of
wastages, provide higher return to farmers,
better quality and price to consumers.
•	The common platform will be deployed in
585 selected regulated mandis in states
subject to their bringing in the following
necessary reforms by 2017-18:
I.
II.
III.

Provision for e-trading.
One single licence for each state.
Single Point Levy of transaction fee.

•	The DAC&FW will share the software with
the states free of cost. A grant up to ` 30
lakhs per mandi for related hardware/
infrastructure will also be provided by the
Department.

Research and Extension

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research
(ICAR) is engaged in various research activities
especially in developing new crop varieties with
specific traits that improve yield and nutritional
quality alongwith tolerance / resistance to
various biotic and abiotic stresses. In all, 104

varieties of different crops were released for
different agro-ecological regions. To ensure
effective seed chain for making quality seed
available to farmers, 11,835 tonnes of breeder
seeds of recommended varieties of different
field crops were developed. The adoption of
improved varieties and crop management
technologies has resulted in enhancement of
production and productivity of cereals, pulses,
and other field crops.
The NSSO 70th round survey indicates that
about 59 per cent of farmers do not get much
technical assistance and know-how from
government-funded farm research institutes
or extension services. So they have to rely
on progressive farmers, media, and private
commercial agents such as dealers of farm
inputs like seeds, fertilizers, and pesticides
for technical information. To ensure last-mile
connectivity, extension services need to be
geared up to address emerging technological and
information needs. Effectiveness of the lab-tofarm programme can be improved by leveraging
information technology and mobile applications,
participation of professional NGOs, etc.

Export of Agriculture and allied
products

Export of different agricultural products and
products of activities allied to agriculture has
recorded decline in value terms during the period
from 2013-14 to 2015-16. Export of Basmati Rice
continues to be one of important items other
than other variety of rice, spices, wheat, cotton
and groundnut (Table 2.10).

Table 2.10
Particulars
Basmati Rice
Rice-Other than Basmati
Wheat
Groundnut
Pulses
Spices
Cotton raw including waste
Total Agricultural Exports
Share of Agricultural Exports in National Exports

2013-14

2014-15

29291.82
17795.21
9277.65
3187.66
1748.81
15146.36
22337.84
262778.54
13.79%

27586.71
20441.55
4991.81
4675.37
1218.31
14847.74
11642.64
239681.04
12.64%

(Value in ` crore)
2015-16
(provisional)
22718.60
15483.39
1061.77
4075.63
1656.03
16630.15
12821.13
215395.68
12.55%
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3.	Land Management
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Land has always been a matter of national
discourse. The first part of the 1950s witnessed
ideological continuation of the momentum
of the independence movement and the
State undertook major changes in Land
Management. It was again in the early 1970s
that land shot into prominences with some
significant national consensus in support to
the rights of the poor. In a way this proved a
highly productive period for Land Management.
Beginning with early 1990 the land issue of
the marginalized was overwhelmed by the
shift in development paradigm towards neoliberalisation. However, land continues at the
centre of the national debate particularly in the
context of its carrying capacity and competing
demands for industrialisation and infrastructure
development.

the framework of George Condorcet – Malthus
debate that took place in 1795. While Malthus
Condorcet agreed with that the planet earth
had limited capacity to sustain resulting in
oscillations in the sustenance cycle. There were
sharp differences over issues like how close was
the population to the limit, was food the main
problem, and can there be a voluntary control
to population. The Malthusian pessimism
has since been proved wrong by the facts of
history. When Malthus propounded this theory
the population was about 1 billion which has
since increased to more than 6 billion. The per
capita availability of foodgrains has been on
rise and famines have become by and large
rare phenomenon. India is no exception to this
international trend though there are pockets of
chronic hunger.

A moot question that arises here is to what
extent land can provide food as a part of food
security measures, and provide surpluses
which could be used for capital investment in
the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors.
To begin with, these issues could be viewed in

Land continues to be the most valuable of the
natural resources which is neither inexhaustible
nor indestructible. Accurate knowledge and
precise mapping of such natural resources
are essentials for their rational utilization and
conservation.
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Land Availability and Ownership
Distribution Pattern

Increasing human and animal population has
reduced the availability of land over the decades.
Per capita availability of land has declined from
0.91 hectares in 1951 to 0.27 hectares in 2011,
and is projected to slide further to 0.20 hectares
in 2035. As far as agricultural land is concerned,
the per capita availability of land has declined
from 0.5 hectares in 1951 to 0.15 hectares in 2011,
and is likely to decline further. The ownership
distribution of agricultural land in the country is
given in the table below (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1
AHH classification

% of Total No. of holdings
2002-03
2012-13
10.04
7.41
69.63
75.42
10.81
10.00
6.03
5.01
2.96
1.93
0.53
0.24
100
100

Landless (< & =0.002 Ha.)
Marginal (> 0.002 to <&=1.0Ha.
Small (>1.0 to <&=2.0 Ha.)
Semi Medium (>2.0 to <&=4.0 Ha.)
Medium (>4.0 to <&=10.0 Ha.)
Large (>1o.0 Ha.)
Total

% of Total area of holding Average area owned
2002-03
2012-13
(Ha.)
0.01
0.01
0.0001
23.01
29.75
0.234
20.38
23.54
1.393
21.97
22.07
2.606
23.08
18.83
5.782
11.55
5.81
14.447
100
100
0.592

Source: NSSO survey of 70th Round
As can be seen, 93% Households comprising
landless (only homestead land), marginal and
small farmers own 53.3% of agriculture land
resources in the country while 7% own rest 46.7%.
State wise break up somehow gives a different
scenario, Developed and less populous states
have slightly uniform distribution pattern than
poor and populous states.
Many other problems associated with land
fragmentation are distance between parcels

and the farmstead; increase in boundary
lines; reduction in size and irregular shape of
parcels; and lack of access. These problems
are compounded when parcels are spatially
dispersed, and by travel time and the costs of
moving labour, machines, etc., from one parcel
to another. If a parcel has an irregular shape,
proper cultivation is not possible. As a result,
productivity decreases and farmer income
declines.

Table 3.2
AHH classification
Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Gujarat
Haryana
Karnataka
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Odisha
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal
All India

Marginal
No.
63.9
91.1
37.2
48.1
49.1
43.8
49.8
72.2
15.6
36.4
72.2
79.4
82.2
67.1

Area
26.1
57.4
8.9
9.9
15.2
12.1
16.1
39.6
2.5
5.8
35.3
40.7
52.5
22.5

Small
No.
22.2
5.8
29.2
19.5
27.3
27.6
29.6
19.7
18.6
21.9
14.6
13.0
13.8
17.9

Area
28.8
18.6
21.0
12.7
24.8
21.9
29.0
30.9
6.8
10.2
25.3
24.1
28.2
22.1

Semi Medium
No.
Area
10.6
25.8
2.6
16.8
22.1
30.2
17.5
22.3
16.2
27.9
18.6
28.5
15.8
29.2
6.7
18.9
30.8
21.6
19.4
17.8
6.2
20.9
5.7
20.6
3.8
13.3
10.0
23.6

(No. and Area as % of respective State Total)
Medium
Large
No.
Area
No.
Area
3.0
15.4
0.3
3.9
0.5
6.5
0.02
0.7
10.5
29.6
1.0
10.3
12.0
32.5
2.8
22.6
6.5
23.9
0.9
8.2
8.9
28.7
1.0
8.8
5.2
20.2
0.5
5.5
1.4
7.8
0.1
2.7
28.3
43.2
6.6
25.9
16.4
32.7
5.8
33.3
1.8
13.1
0.2
5.4
1.7
12.5
0.1
2.2
0.3
2.0
0.01
4.0
4.2
21.2
0.7
10.6

Source: Dept. of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare (Agriculture Census 2010-11)
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Human interaction with land can depend
critically on whether the land is leasehold,
freehold or a common property resource, and
whether government regulations or fiscal
measures restrict or encourage user activities.
Land user ability to invest on land improvement
is constrained by such factors as (i) lack of
capital and economic benefit perception;
(ii) inadequacy of technical and managerial
knowledge; and (iii) inadequate income returns
and high cost of borrowing.

Water & Wind erosion 78.8%
Water logged 0.7%
Alkali/Sodic soil 3.1%
Acid Soil 14.9%
Saline soil 2.3%
Mining/Industrial waste 0.2%

Land Degradation

Land degradation takes many forms and is
prevalent throughout the country. In the absence
of comprehensive and periodic scientific
surveys, estimates on various forms of land
degradation were made on the basis of localized
surveys and studies. In 2010, the Indian Council
of Agricultural Research (ICAR) harmonized land
degradation and reported that out of the total
geographical area of 328.73 million hectares,
about 120.40 million hectares (37 per cent) was
affected by various kinds of land degradation.
This includes water and wind erosion (94.87
million hectares), water logging (0.91 million
hectares), soil alkalinity/sodicity (3.71 million
hectares), soil acidity (17.93 million hectares),
soil salinity (2.73 million hectares) and mining
and industrial waste (0.26 million hectares).
Around 46.702 Million Ha (Annexure-I) comprising
14.20% have been classified as waste land by
DoLR,MoRD. Soil is turning either acidic, saline,
sodic or alkaline. The declining health of soil can
have a big impact on agriculture productivity,
sustainability and also human health, says a
report brought out by a consortium of agriculture
institutes.Organic carbon content in soil is less
than 1 per cent in plains and around 2 per cent
in hills States in India, compared with the world
average of 4 per cent. The increasing salinity and
decreasing carbon content do not bode well for
the future of agriculture.
In states like Gujarat, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh
and Madhya Pradesh ravine lands require
treatment to prevent loss of agricultural land.
Saline Alkali lands in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Punjab,
Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and
Tamil Nadu affected by salinity and alkalinity
require appropriate soil productivity restoration
treatments. Similarly, acid soils in the north
east, West Bengal and Odisha, waterlogged soils
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in Bihar and sand dunes of Rajasthan require
appropriate treatments for improving economic
value of those lands.
Soils also become contaminated by the
accumulation of heavy metals and metalloids
through emissions from rapidly expanding
industrial areas, mine tailings, disposal of
high-metal wastes, leaded gasoline and paints,
application of fertilizers, animal manure, sewage
sludge, pesticides, wastewater irrigation, coal
combustion residues, spillage of petrochemicals
and atmospheric deposition. Heavy metals
constitute an ill-defined group of inorganic
chemical hazards; the most commonly found
heavy metals at contaminated sites are lead (Pb),
chromium (Cr), arsenic (As), zinc (Zn), cadmium
(Cd), copper (Cu), mercury (Hg), and nickel (Ni).
Soils serve as major sinks for heavy metals
released into the environment. Unlike organic
contaminants, most metals do not undergo
microbial or chemical degradation, and their
total concentration in soil persists for a long
time after their introduction. Heavy metal
contamination of soil may pose risks and
hazards to humans and the ecosystem through
direct ingestion or contact with contaminated
soil, the food chain (soil-plant-human or soilplant-animal-human), drinking of contaminated
ground water, reduction in food quality (safety
and marketability) via phytotoxicity, reduction in
land usability for agricultural production causing
food insecurity and land tenure problems.
Soil health, defined as the capacity to function
within ecosystem and land use boundaries
to sustain biological productivity, maintain
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environmental quality and promote plant and
animal health. Areas of major concern are the
excessive use of chemical fertilizers, particularly
in the north-western part of the country, coupled
with imbalanced nutrient application, nonjudicious use of pesticides, intensive cropping
system, decline in soil biodiversity and depletion
of organic matter. To counter these problems,
policy emphasis is required on promoting
soil test-based balanced and judicious use of
chemical fertilizers in conjunction with organic
sources of nutrients. Intensive agriculture—
without realizing the necessity of soil testing—
is leading to a widespread deficiency of
micronutrients, such as deficiency of zinc,
iron, manganese and boron. This needs to be
addressed at the earliest.
Harvesting of various crops generates large
volume of residues, both on and off-farm. A huge
portion of crop residues is burnt “on farm” to
prepare the field for sowing the next crop, as the
time gap between the harvesting of kharif crops
and the sowing of rabi crops is very limited.
Burning crop residues not only causes air
pollution but also damages soil property and the
available soil nutrients, besides creating human
health problems.

Land Administration

Land Records are data information or maps
regarding physical, legal, economic or
environmental characteristics concerning land,
water, groundwater, sub-surface, resources
or air within a particular area. Geographic
References include land survey records, land
ownership boundaries and maps. Administrative
Records
incorporate
jurisdictional
and
administrative boundaries, land use, land use
controls and restrictions, land value, physical

address, amount of land revenue, title interests,
easements and encumbrances and other land
related information.
The rights of the individuals and the communities
in respect of the land, water resources, trees and
forests, use of land, cultivation, incidence of
payment of rent, change in the physical features,
the authority which the Government exercises
in respect of this land, method of change in
the rights, etc are all included in a body of
documents called the records- of–rights. Record
of rights in India reflect the following rights –
(i) ownership rights, (ii) homestead rights, (iii)
right of vested land assignees (patta right),
(iv) dakhalkar right, (v) share croppers’ right,
(vi) lease right, (vii) hold over right, (viii) right
regarding forcible possession, (ix) permissive
possession right. The first 6 rights are regulated
by various State enactments, whereas the
seventh is a phenomenon of the Transfer of
Property Act and last two rights are regulated by
the Indian Limitation Act. More importantly land
records and cadastral maps show easement right
for roads/paths, irrigation, bathing and other
domestic work, sports and games, worshipping
in the temples/mosques, burning ghat/grave
yard, tending cattle, etc.

Soil Loss in India is about 16.4 t/ha/year Nature takes
about 300 years to form only 1 cm of topsoil 5.3 billion
tonnes of soil gets eroded annually
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Computerisation of Land Records
Recent Developments in the technologies
for land resource survey and digitisation like
Photogrammetry, GIS, Satellite Remote Sensing,
GPS, Ground Penetrating Radar Technology
and LiDAR Technology have not only facilitated
the transactions in land management but have
made a New Paradigm possible.
Computerisation of Land Records represents the
future base of the Land Management System.
States like Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,

Tamil Nadu and Goa, etc. have taken initiative in
this regard.
Bhoomi Programme of Karnataka has
achieved the high degree of integration of the
computerized Land Records System with the
various application and process.
Process of Digitisation of Maps is in no way less
important than creation of Land Records. The
two have to go hands together. Bhu Bharati
Programme of Andhra Pradesh for guaranteeing
title to land is one such initiative.

Restrictive Nature of Tenancy Laws in Various States
Category of States
1. Kerala and Jammu & Kashmir

Nature of Restrictions in Tenancy Laws
Leasing out of agricultural land is legally prohibited without any
exception
2.	Telangana, Bihar, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Leasing out of agricultural land is allowed only by certain categories
Chattishgarh, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Odisha
of land owners such as disabled, minors, widows, defence
personnel etc.
3. Punjab, Haryana, Gujarat, Maharashtra and Assam
Leasing out of agricultural land is not specifically banned, but the
tenant acquires right to purchase the tenanted land after a specific
period of creation of tenancy.
4. Andhra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, and West Bengal
There are no restrictions on land leasing, although in West Bengal
only share cropping leases are legally permitted.
5.	In Scheduled tribe areas of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Odisha, Transfer of land from tribal to non-tribal even on lease basis can
Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra
be permitted only by a competent authority. The idea is to prevent
alienation of land from tribal to non-tribal.
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4.	Major Schemes of
the Government
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National Policy for Management
of Crops Residue (NPMCR)

In our country, harvesting of various crops
generates large volume of residues, both on and
off-farm. A huge portion of crop residues is burnt
“on farm” to prepare the field for sowing the next
crop, as the time gap between the harvesting of
kharif crops and the sowing of rabi crops is very
limited. Burning crop residues not only causes
air pollution but also damages soil property and
the available soil nutrients, besides creating
human health problems. In view of these,
the National Policy for Management of Crops
Residue (NPMCR) has been formulated and
circulated among States.

National Policy for Farmers 2007
(NPF 2007)

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
recommended that prime farmland must
be conserved for agriculture except under
exceptional circumstances, provided that the
agencies that are provided with agricultural land
for non-agricultural projects should compensate
for treatment and full development of
equivalent degraded or wastelands elsewhere.
State governments have been advised to
“earmark lands with low biological potential
such as uncultivable land, land affected by
salinity, acidity, etc., for non-agricultural
development activities, including industrial and
construction activities.

National Mission on Sustainable
Agriculture (NMSA)

NMSA objectives are to promote location
specific Integrated/Composite Farming Systems
conserve natural resources through appropriate
soil and moisture conservation measures,
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adopt comprehensive soil health management
practices based on soil fertility maps, soil test
based application of macro & micro nutrients,
judicious use of fertilizers etc., optimize
utilization of water resources through efficient
water management to expand coverage for
achieving ‘more crop per drop’, develop capacity
of farmers & stakeholders, in conjunction with
other on-going Missions e.g. National Mission
on Agriculture Extension & Technology(NMAET),
National Food Security Mission(NFSM), National
Initiative for Climate Resilient Agriculture (NICRA)
etc. In the domain of climate change adaptation
and mitigation measures, implementation of
pilot models in select blocks for improving
productivity of rainfed farming by mainstreaming
rainfed technologies refined through NICRA and
by leveraging resources from other schemes/
Missions like Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS),
Integrated Watershed Management Programme
(IWMP), RKVY etc. Major interventions are :
a.	
Rainfed Area Development (RAD): RAD
will adopt an area based approach for
development and conservation of natural
resources along with farming systems.
This component has been formulated
in a ‘watershed plus framework’, i.e., to
explore potential utilization of natural
resources base/assets available/created
through watershed development and
soil conservation activities /interventions
under MGNREGS, NWDPRA,RKVY, IWMP etc..
This component will introduce appropriate
farming systems by integrating multiple
components of agriculture such as crops,
horticulture, livestock, fishery, forestry with
agro based income generating activities
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and value addition. Besides, soil test/soil
health card based nutrient management
practices, farmland development, resource
conservation and crop selection conducive
to local agro climatic condition will also
be promoted under this component. A
cluster based approach of 100 hectare or
more (contiguous or non-contiguous in
difficult terrain with close proximity in a
village/adjoining villages) is adopted to
derive noticeable impact of convergence
and encourage local participation and
for future replication of the model in
larger areas.
b.	On Farm Water Management (OFWM):
OFWM will focus primarily on enhancing
water use efficiency by promoting
efficient on-farm water management
technologies and equipment. This will not
only focus on application efficiency but,
in conjunction with RAD component, with
also emphasize on effective harvesting
& management of rainwater. Assistance
will be extended for adopting water
conservation
technologies,
efficient
delivery and distribution systems etc.
Emphasis will also be given to manage
and equitably distribute the resources of
commons by involving the water users
associations, etc. To conserve water
on farm itself, farm ponds may be dug
using MGNREGA funds and earth moving
machinery (to the extent manual digging
under MGNREGA is not feasible)
c.	
Soil
Health
Management
(SHM):
SHM will aim at promoting location as
well as crop specific sustainable soil
health management including residue
management, organic farming practices
by way of creating and linking soil
fertility maps with macro-micro nutrient
management, appropriate land use based
on land capability, judicious application of
fertilizers and minimizing the soil erosion/
degradation. Assistance will be provided
for various improved package of practices
based on land use and soil characteristics,
generated
through
geographical
information system (GIS) based thematic
maps and database on land and soil
characteristics through extensive field level
scientific surveys. Besides, this component

will also provide support to reclamation of
problem soils (acid/alkaline/saline). This
component will be implemented by State
Govt., National Centre of Organic Farming
(NCOF), Central Fertilizer Quality Control &
Training Institute (CFQC&TI) and Soil and
Land Use Survey of India (SLUSI). Given the
limitations, such as staff and infrastructure,
faced by the department of agriculture at
the field level, a Public Private Partnership
Model may be adopted by states depending
upon the private partner’s strength in the
field to ensure that the soil testing is done
in time and in the numbers required. The
private parties can be encouraged to set
up soil testing labs in selected areas in
the district.

National Food Security Mission
(NFSM)

National Food Security Mission (NFSM) is being
implemented with the new target of additional
production of 25 million tonnes of food grains
comprising 10 million tonnes rice, 8 million
tonnes wheat, 4 million tonnes pulses, and 3
million tonnes coarse cereals by the end of the
Twelfth Five Year Plan (2016-17). The revamped
NFSM is being implemented from 2014-15 in
619 districts of 28 states. In addition to rice,
wheat and pulses, crops like coarse cereals and
commercial crops (sugarcane, cotton, and jute)
have been included since 2014-15.
Emphasis is being placed on the promotion of
technologies and adopting the cropping
system approach in identified
districts. The basic strategy
is to promote adoption of
quality seeds and enhance
farm efficiency through
improved
agronomic
practices
like
line
sowing, System of
Rice
Intensification
(SRI), direct seedling,
soil
amendments,
Integrated
Nutrient
Management
(INM),
Integrated
Pest
Management (IPM), water
use efficiency and resource
conservation technologies. Proven
crop production technologies developed
by the National Agricultural Research would be
Sectoral Paper on Soil, Water and Crop Management |
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made available to farmers through a series of
planned interventions and financial incentives.
Institutional strengthening and capacity
building of human resource, particularly in the
context of small and marginal farmers, oral
lessees and tenant farmers in remote areas with
respect to high risk yet strategic crops like pulses
and millets would be taken up through the
development of Farmer Producer Organizations
(FPOs), creation of value chains and providing
market linkages. The pulses component has
been allocated fifty per cent of total funds under
the NFSM in order to increase their production.
To promote the use of bio-fertilizers, subsidy on
bio-fertilizer has also been enhanced from ` 100
per ha to ` 300 per ha.
Strengthening of post-harvest management
measures such as value chain integration of small
producers and setting up of dal mills and minimillet mills are included under local initiatives.

Watershed Development Project in Shifting
Cultivation Areas (WDPSCA) and the Integrated
Watershed Management Programme (IWMP).
As per the decision of the erstwhile Planning
Commission, Central funding for the RVP&FPR,
RADAS and WADPSCA programmes was
discontinued from 1 April 2013, and states
were allowed to undertake the interventions of
these programmes under the Rashtriya Krishi
Vikas Yojana (RKVY) during the Twelfth Five Year
Plan. The IWMP has been merged with Pradhan
Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY) as
PMKSY-Watershed in 2015-16.
Table 4.1: Soil and water conservation work under PMKSY (Physical Progress000’ CUM)
Ministry/Department/ Items of Work
1.

Right to Compensation,
Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement
Act

It encompasses proper rehabilitation and
resettlement, fair compensation and some
extent of restriction in diversion of agricultural
land.

2.

Soil and Land Use Survey of India
(SLUSI)

Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare has
been conducting soil surveys in the country since
1958 for national land-based developmental
programme. After completing the Watershed
Atlas of India, the delineation and codification of
micro-watersheds of the whole country is near
completion. A database is being generated to
meet the needs for planning at national, state,
river basin, district, catchment, village and
micro-watershed levels.

PMKSY (Watershed) - Developing
Degraded Lands

The Government of India has been
implementing various programmes, namely,
the National Watershed Development Project
for Rainfed Areas (NWDPRA), Soil conservation
in the Catchments of River Valley Project &
Flood Prone River (RVP&FPR), Reclamation and
Development of Alkali & Acid Soils (RADAS),
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3.

Agriculture and Farmers Welfare
a.	
Drought Proofing through
check dams and water
harvesting Structures
b.	
Traditional and Secondary
water storages structure
c.	
On farm Development
(distribution pipe/ raised bed
and furrow system etc.)
d.	
Community water storage
(village pond/tank/ percolation
pond)
Dept. of Land Resources -MORD
a. Farm ponds
b. Check dams
c. Nallah Bunds
d. Percolation Tanks
e. Others
Dept. of Rural Dev.- MORD
a. Water conservation
b. Water Harvesting
c.	
Renovation of water bodies
including de-silting
d. Others

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18
(Nov. 2017)

8310.01

29036.58

19897.28

39.22

3171.56

4548.30

0.00

0.00

107.67

0.00

0.00

813.97

8831.24
13235.28
3446.65
5558.23
12558.76

11291.37
22958.31
1678.70
6479.55
20373.61

1356.54
3686.96
225.58
1267.94
5904.24

77672.91 356050.94
457320.25 1254987.33
305870.66 305887.78

12127.56
26513.84
34318.50

527.69

845.37

23.81

Source: PMKSY, Dept. of AC&FW, MoAC&FW, GoI.
Table 4.2: Soil and water conservation work under PMKSY
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.

Department
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare
Land Resources - MoRD
Rural Development - MoRD

Source: PMKSY, Dept. of AC&FW, MoAC&FW, GoI.
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(Financial Progress- ` crore)
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
(Nov. 2017)
128.30
369.70
200.52
753.38
816.25
188.13
4187.24
7141.87
553.32

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme
(MGNREGS)

Soil and water conservation projects are an
integral and significant component. Since
inception ` 2,53,360.20 crore has been spent
up to Dec. 2017 under MGNREGS. Expenditure
on Agriculture related works account for 56.3%
of total expenditure. Irrigation related works
account for 42.37% of total expenditure and 75%
of expenditure on agriculture.

Sustainability and Adaptability

•	National Adaptation Fund for Climate
Change
•	Soil Health card: A scheme to provide, in
mission mode, a soil health card to every
farmer
•
Mobile Soil Testing Lab across the country.

Bringing Green Revolution to
Eastern India (BGREI)

The Bringing Green Revolution to Eastern India
programme (BGREI) has been operational in
the seven states of Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand, Odisha, Eastern Uttar Pradesh and
West Bengal since 2010-11, with the objective
of increasing the productivity of rice based
cropping system by intensive cultivation through
the promotion of recommended agricultural
technologies and practices that address the
underlying constraints of different agro-climatic
sub-regions. The activities carried out under
the programme include cluster demonstrations
on rice and wheat, asset building activities, site
specific activities and marketing support.
The production of rice in Eastern India has showed
a significant rise of 25.5 per cent since 2009- 10.

Table 4.3: Soil and water conservation work under MGNREGS (No. of works
completed)
Items of work
Farm ponds
Vermi/ NADEP composting
Soil conservation and
water harvesting
Renovation of Traditional
Water Bodies
Drought Proofing
Land Development

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

0
0
277332

0
0
288533

2017-18
(Nov. 2017)
605260
380889
466437
168277
592050
264748

140702

157629

197295

112431

164265
303572

277558
312872

650122
460270

181687
142410

Source: Dept. of Rural Development, MORD, GOI.

Crop Diversification in the Green
Revolution States

The Crop Diversification Programme is being
implemented as a sub-scheme of the Rashtriya
Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) programme in the
original Green Revolution states, viz., Punjab,
Haryana and Western Uttar Pradesh, since 201314 to diversify cropping patterns from water
guzzling crops such as paddy to pulses, oilseeds,
maize and agro-forestry with the objective of
tackling the problem of declining soil fertility and
a depleting water table in these states. Alternate
crop demonstrations, promotion of farm
mechanization and value addition, site specific
activities and awareness campaigns and training
are the major interventions of the programme.
In order to encourage tobacco growing farmers
to shift to alternative crops/cropping systems,
a component has been included under the
ongoing sub-scheme CDP to diversify crops in
tobacco growing states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar,
Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Odisha, Tamil
Nadu, Telengana, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal
with effect from 2015-16.
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5.	Credit Potential/
Interventions

22
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Soil and Water are the base on which all land
based activities are taken up. Providing healthy
environment for crop growth, supply of quality
inputs in adequate measure at reasonable
prices, effective extension of the technologies for
guidance of farmers are essential for taking up
profitable agriculture. Major activities requiring
credit under the sector are indicated in the
Table 5.1.

Credit Potential

A total credit potential of ` 20912.69 crore has
been estimated under the sector for 2017-18.
State wise credit potential assessed in the PLP
for 2017-18 is give in the Annexure-III. States like
Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala,
Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu have
significant credit potential for financing land
development activities in those states through
bank finance at micro level (Farmer) as well as
infrastructure finance (State).

Refinance disbursed

Land development is one of the term lending
activities to which Refinance is purveyed by
NABARD to its clients- Commercial Banks,
SCARDBs, SCBs RRBs, ADFCs/PUCBs. As may
be seen from the table commercial banks
accounted for the largest share of NABARD
refinance to the sector during 2016-17 as well as
cumulative disbursements.
State wise refinance disbursement is given in
Annexure-IV. Cumulative refinance disbursed
to Land Development sector is significant in
states like Punjab, Haryana, Gujarat, Tamil
Nadu, Rajasthan, Kerala and Karnataka.
Punjab is the major state in availing NABARD
refinance to Land Development sector during
2016-17 and at cumulative level. This trend in
availing of NABARD refinance is in sync with
credit potential.

Table 5.1: Potential activities for credit spport
Development activity
Soil and Water
Conservation
Water harvesting structure
Land Reclamation

Feasible interventions
contour bund, contour trenches, retaining wall, farm
bunds etc.
Farm pond, check dam
Reclamation of saline and alkaline soil- Drainage
development with underground pipeline & application
of suitable soil amendment materials such as gypsum,
sulphur, molasses, press mud etc.
On Farm Development
Land leveling, bunding, construction of irrigation/
drainage channels, etc.
Water management
Lining of water courses, pipeline for water distribution,
land levelling of commands of MI structures, etc.
Farm Fencing /protection Fencing with barbed wire, stone fencing or live fencing,
retaining wall, etc.
Composite Farm
land leveling, bunding, compost making, improved
Development
farm implements, fencing, water harvesting structure
along with distribution system, etc.
Organic Farming
bio-fertilizer, bio-pesticides, vermi-compost, market
oriented cultivation of organic produce, etc.
Soil/land improvement
Tank silt application, sand casting, application of fly
ash, etc.
Table 5.2

(` Crore)
2015-16
15752

2016-17
18333

2017-18
20919

Table 5.3
Sr.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Agency
Commercial Banks
SCARDBs
SCBs
RRBs
ADFCs/PUCBs
Total

Refinance Disbursed
During 2016-17
3973.56
154.02
816.23
807.98
5751.79

(` Crore)
Cumulative
Disbursements
8175.76
2842.55
2070.92
2568.99
3.84
15662.06

Table 5.4: Refinance disbursed by NABARD to Land Development Sector in the
last 3 years
(` Crore)
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
Disbursed
Share (%)
Disbursed
Share (%)
Disbursed
Share (%)
1300.16
4.14
1554.50
3.23
5751.80
10.75
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6.	Thrust Areas for
Development
6.1

Precision Farming

6.2	System of Crop Intensification (SCI)
6.3

Organic Farming

6.4

Seed Production/Processing

6.5

Agricultural Extension

6.6

Soil Health Care

6.7

Credit Intensification in watersheds

6.8	Climate change adaptation and
Climate Proofing of watersheds
6.9.	Climate Change Projects related to
Soil, Crop & Water Management
Sector implemented by NABARD
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Apart from the traditional areas of development
under the sector, following thrust areas, offer
good scope for development.
i.

Precision farming under field crops

ii.	System of Crop Intensification like SRI, SSI
etc.,
iii.

Organic farming in field crops

iv.

Seed production/processing

v.

Agriculture extension

vi.

Soil health care

vii. Credit Intensification in Watersheds
viii.	Climate change adaptation and climate
proofing of watersheds

6.1. Precision Farming

Precision farming is application of agricultural
inputs precisely based on soil, weather and crop
requirement to maximize productivity, quality
and profitability. Today because of increasing
input costs and decreasing commodity prices,
farmers are looking for new ways of increasing
efficiency and cutting costs.
Indiscriminate use of fertilizers, pesticides and
water in the food bowl of the country have not
only affected the natural productivity of the soil
and efficiency of the costly inputs, it has also
resulted in declining profitability. Use of fertilizer
is highly skewed in favour of nitrogenous
fertilizers as can be seen in the table 6.1.
Precision farming technology would be a
viable alternate to improve profitability and
productivity. This technology is best suited for
dry regions of the country where underground
water is scarce and it ensures improved water,
fertilizer and labour efficiency.
The technology is useful for providing
sustainable livelihood to small and marginal
farmers which can be promoted on JLG mode
under the command areas of minor irrigation
projects.
Precision farming technology for field crops
could be demonstrated in TDF and WDF
project areas through convergence with
centrally sponsored programmes like National
Sustainable Agriculture Mission (NSMA),
National Mission on Micro Irrigation (NMMI) and
National Horticulture Mission (NHM).

Table 6.1: NPK ratio of Major States in 2015-16
Zone/ State
South Zone
Telangana
Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka
Tamil Nadu

NPK use Ratio
4.4:1.9:1.0
7.9:2.9:1.0
5.5:2.6:1.0
3.7:2.0:1.0
3.5:1.4:1.0

West Zone
Rajasthan
Madhya Pradesh
Gujarat
Maharashtra

7.6:3.5:1.0
58.1:24.1:1.0
15.0:7.9:1.0
10.8:3.1:1.0
3.4:1.9:1.0

Zone/ State
North Zone
Haryana
Punjab
Uttar Pradesh

NPK use Ratio
17.4:5.7:1.0
52.7:14.8:1.0
18.6:5.4:1.0
14.5:5.4:1.0

East Zone
Jharkhand
Bihar
Odisha
West Bengal
Assam

5.1:1.95:1.0
22.8:7.6:1.0
11.8:3.2:1.0
5.6:2.3:1.0
2.6:1.4:1.0
4.2:0.8:1.0

Source: Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare

6.2. System of Crop
Intensification (SCI)

This approach seeks not just to get more
output from a given amount of inputs, but
aims to achieve higher output with less use of
or less expenditure on land, labor, capital, and
water – all by making modifications in crop
management practices. SCI practices enable
farmers to mobilize biological processes and
potentials that are present and available within
crop plants and within the soil systems that
support them. Such agro ecological innovations
represent a departure from the current paradigm
for ‘modern agriculture.’ SCI has been practiced
in crops like Rice (SRI), Sugarcane (SSI), Wheat
(SWI), Mustard (SMI), Red gram etc.
Although, System of Rice Intensification (SRI)
has become popular in most of the States, owing
to various promotional programmes undertaken
by GoI under National Food Security Mission
(NFSM) and by NABARD, the adoption level for
other crops like mustard, red gram, sugarcane
etc. is not to the expected level. For enabling
large scale adoption in respect of these crops,
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there is a need for fixation of separate scales of
finance for the field crops by the District Level
Technical Committee (DLTC) and need based
support for demonstration projects in States
offering potential.

6.3. Organic Farming

India is bestowed with lot of potential to
produce all varieties of organic products due to
its various agro climatic regions. In several parts
of the country, the inherited tradition of organic
farming is an added advantage.
Currently, India ranks 10th among the top ten
countries in terms of cultivable land under
organic certification. The certified area includes
10% cultivable area with 0.50 million Hectare
and rest 90% (4.71 million Hectare) is forest and
wild area for collection of minor forest produces.
The total area under organic certification is 5.21
million Hectare (2012-13).
India produced around 1.34 million MT of
certified organic products which includes all
varieties of food products namely sugarcane,
cotton, basmati rice, pulses, tea, spices, coffee,
oil seeds, fruits and their value added products.
Among all the states, Madhya Pradesh has
covered largest area under organic certification
followed by Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh.
There is immense potential for large farmers to
start organic farming as they have more leverage
and opportunity.
GOI
programme
on
organic
farming,
Paramparagath Krishi Vikas Yojana(PKVY)
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Table 6.2: Percent of holding Area Treated with Farm Yard Manure (FYM)
Particulars

Marginal
farmer

Small
farmer

Irrigated
Unirrigated
Total

20
28
24

21
25
23

Semi
Medium
farmer
18
22
20

Medium
farmer
16
19
17

Large All group
farmer
14
14
14

Source: Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare (Input Survey 2011-12)
under National Mission Sustainable Agriculture,
incentivizes organic village and Participatory
Guarantee System(PGS) for organic certification.
The National Project on Organic Farming is a
central scheme to promote organic farming in
the country. Cumulatively, ` 26.06 crore subsidy
was released by NABARD for 711 units of biofertilizer, bio-pesticide and fruit and vegetable
waste compost units.
In order to give further push to organic
farming of field crops, we need to develop
protocol for organic cultivation of field crops,
prepare model schemes, work out unit costs/
scales of finance and develop Area Based
Schemes.
The Union Government‘s determined approach
coupled with the focus of various State
Governments has helped many States to achieve
a remarkable progress in organic farming.
For instance, Sikkim recently became the first
Indian State to go wholly organic. Under the
Sikkim Organic Mission, nearly 67 per cent of the
population is engaged in agriculture on 50,000
hectares of land that was transformed to organic
farming.
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18
23
21

6.4. Seed Production/Processing

Currently the practice of the farmers is to purchase
the seed produced, processed and packed by
seed companies far away from the place of its
use. The high cost of the seed discourages small
and marginal farmers from using the same. This
is one of the reasons for low seed replacement
rates and hence low productivity. The trend can
be reversed by arranging production of certified
seed of cereals, pulses and oilseed crops within
the village or a group of villages by progressive
farmers who could be given the foundation seed
by the Departments of Agriculture.
Such practice will do away with the unnecessary
costs incurred on storage, transportation,
distribution and other items involved when
the seed production is being organized by the
large seed suppliers i.e., a public or private seed
supplying company with long distribution chain.
Under the system being proposed, farmers could
be given the foundation seed which is multiplied
into certified seed and sold within the village
or neighbouring villages. This also facilitates
more accurate assessment of the requirement of
certified and foundation seed.
In order to make available the quality seed of
some of the commonly grown crops with the
farmers, Government of India has introduced
the Seed Village Programme under which the
Government makes available to the participants
of the programme foundation seed at 50% of the
cost and the storage facilities at 50% of the cost
and imparts training on seed production and
storage so that the farmers can grow their own
seed at a lesser cost. Though the scheme is being
implemented for a number of years, its impact is
not felt. There is a need to involve Civil Society
Organisation to implement such schemes and
organise seed production and processing in a
participative manner.
The strategy to be adopted in promoting the Seed
Village Concept for production and processing of
seeds by the villagers in a participative manner
requires that the farmers have to be motivated
by an extension agency like Civil Society
Organisation or a Krishi Vigyan Kendra. Initially,
the agency has to organise a series of meetings
with the village communities in the consultation
with village panchayats to discuss the need for
and possibility of producing quality seed within
the village and proscessing the seed with the

help of seed processing facility in the public
sector. The next step includes obtaining the
foundation seed from the Agriculture University
and distribute the same among the farmers
interested in seed multiplication and practice
processing.
Under Central Sector Scheme ‘Development
and Strengthening of Infrastructure Facilities
for Production and Distribution of Quality
Seeds’ credit linked back-ended capital subsidy
is provided at the rate of 25% of the project
cost subject to a maximum limit of ` 25.00 lakh
per unit on seed infrastructure development.
Private companies, individual entrepreneurs,
self help groups, seed cooperatives, partnership
firms are eligible for subsidy. The component is
implemented through nationalised/scheduled
commercial banks. The assistance is for creation
of infrastructure facilities relating to seed
cleaning, grading, processing, seed treating,
packaging and storage units as well as for seed
testing facilities. This assistance is primarily
for high volume low value seeds - pulses
and oilseeds. National Seeds Corporation is
the nodal agency for implementation and
monitoring.

6.5. Agricultural Extension

The National Mission on Agricultural Extension
and Technology (NMAET) aims to strengthen
agricultural extension to enable delivery
of appropriate technology and improved
agronomic practices to farmers. This is achieved
by a combination of physical outreach, use of
ICT, popularization of modern and appropriate
technologies, capacity building and institution
strengthening to promote mechanization,
availability of quality seeds, plant protection
and encourage formation of FPOs.
a. Digital Extension
Engaging Indian Farmer through innovative
information and communication technology
can not only enhance farm productivity, but
also connect the farming community with best
practices and increase their earnings.
Bharat Net project of GOI aims to provide
150,000 village panchayats an internet speed
of 100 megabits per second by December
2018 under Digital India programme. GOI is
also collaborating with Google to launch the
internet balloon programme called Project
Sectoral Paper on Soil, Water and Crop Management |
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Loon, which will use balloons in the earth’s
stratosphere for better connectivity. Some of
the major initiatives that touched the farming
community in India include CropIn Technolgy
Reuters Market light mobile (RML) Trringo,
MITRA, mKkrishi, Shekru.
These initiatives demonstrate that application
of ICT in agriculture can generate solutions
and also increase agricultural production by
providing timely and tailor made scientific and
intelligence information to farmers

Selected Farmers Group-8000

Selected Extension functionaries-1900

Neighbors Friends
Relatives

Contact farmers

Delivering KMS
throug internet
Product buyers
300 KVKs

CropIn Technology

Reuters Market
light(RML)
Krishi Doot
Trringo
MITRA

eSagu
mKrishi

A cloud based platform using geo-tagging, analytics and data tools, providing inputs to farmers on crop
management. About 5.09 lakh farmers are using this application and some agro-based companies such as
Mahindra, ITC and Godfry Phillips India are major subscribers of this platform. The company has also tied up
with HDFC bank to provide loans to farmers
Mobile Information Service is provided on spot prices of crops across markets and localized SMS alerts to 1.7
million farmers across 50000 villages in 18 states
A subsidiary of RML, is the largest repository of over 400 FPOs covering 9000 agri businesses. The platform
connects various stake holders to transact business
A smartphone application launched by Mahindra and Mahindra makes it easier for farmers to hire tractors
Mobile Interventions and Technology for Rural areas launched by Sivabalan, PRI Univerity Tanjavur, advises
farmers on exact use of fertilizer for their particular use. It is a free service available in English and Tamil. It can
also work offline for framers who do not have internet access.
A joint venture of Nokia and International Institute for Information Technology provides personalized agro
advisory application providing farm specific agricultural expertise in Telugu.
Mobile Aop developed by MPEDA and TATA Innovation lab services 1 Lakh farmers across India. This platform is
enabling farmers negotiate better prices

Source: (State of india’s environment 2017)
b. Agri Clinics and Agri Business Centre
The scheme was launched in April 2002 by
MoA, GOI to supplement the public extension
and other services to farmers on payment or
free of cost. The scheme, while supporting
agricultural development also aims to create
self-employment opportunities for unemployed
agricultural graduates and rural youth with
knowledge of agriculture. Cumulatively,
` 55.56 crore was released by NABARD for
1628 units.
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6.6. Soil Health Care

The fertiliser use by farmers is largely guided
by the advice given by the fertiliser dealers and
general recommendation in the package of
practices by the Department of Agriculture.

Table 6.3
Farm Size

Area
Gross
Cropped Treated with
Fertilizer
Area

Irrigated
Unirrigated
Total

240.1
231.3
471.4

214.1
152.2
366.3

Irrigated
Unirrigated
Total

189.8
236.5
426.3

169.6
164.5
334.1

Irrigated
Unirrigated
Total

199.3
247.8
447.1

179.1
168.4
347.5

Irrigated
Unirrigated
Total

180.9
211.7
392.6

163.3
127.5
290.8

Irrigated
Unirrigated
Total

70.0
90.2
160.2

63.7
37.5
101.2

Irrigated
Unirrigated
Total

879.97
1017.57
1897.54

789.8
650.0
1439.8

Area
Treated
with FYM

Urea

DAP

Super
Phosphate

Marginal Farmer (<1.0 ha.)
296
125
214
78
262
106
Small Farmer (1.0 – 1.99 ha.)
39.1
205
95
58.5
131
60
97.6
168
78
Semi Medium Farmer (2.0 – 3.99 Ha.)
36.3
188
92
54.7
105
55
91.0
148
74
Medium Farmer (4.0 – 9.99 Ha.)
28.5
185
90
39.4
89
51
67.9
143
73
Large Farmer (10.0 ha. and above)
9.6
213
88
12.9
74
45
22.5
161
72
All groups of farmers
160.5
222
101
230.7
132
60
392.2
181
82.5
46.9
65.2
112.1

(Fertilizer/ FYM in Kg. and Area Lakh Ha.)
FYM
N
P
K

24
30
27

4831
3720
4185

174
120
152

73
51
64

31
22
27

26
26
26

4079
2993
3428

118
76
98

58
39
49

26
14
20

22
23
22

4055
2575
3166

111
62
87

53
35
44

19
11
15

18
20
19

3874
2175
2889

106
53
83

48
31
40

13
9
11

14
13
14

3373
1944
2552

115
44
88

44
25
37

8
8
8

22
24
23

4215
2901
3440

129
76
105

58
38
49

22
14
18

Source: Department of Agri., Coop and Farmers Welfare (Input Survey 2011-12)
Farmers apply plant nutrients through chemical
fertilisers irrespective of the availability of the
nutrients in the soil. Further, the problem is
compounded by the differential pricing of the
fertilisers and farmers tend to use the fertiliser
which is available at low price. This leads to
imbalance in nutrient use.
In order to address the problem, the use of
fertilisers can be guided by testing of the soil in
each holding to know the availability of various
nutrients and to apply the quantity of fertiliser
which is just adequate to meet the requirements
of the crop to be grown. One of the reasons for
farmers not taking up soil testing is the fact that

they have to get this test done at soil testing
laboratory which quite often is located at the
district headquarters and thus is not accessible
to all farmers in a district. If soil testing facilities
are made available at the village level, more
farmers would go in for the soil testing and apply
just enough quantity of fertilisers which would
supplement the nutrients already available in
the soil and thus avoids excess application and
the wastage associated with it.
Though, farmer needs to spend money in getting
the soil tested to the extent of about ` 40 to ` 100
per sample, there is saving of amount by reducing
the dose of fertiliser applied (compared to what
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was being applied without soil testing) and this
helps in reducing the cost of cultivation and the
farming becomes profitable to that extent. Apart
from this the farmers could apply about one
third of the nutrients required through organic
sources and the rest through chemical sources
so that the loss of nutrients through leaching or
into the atmosphere is minimised.
Some of the Universities and Research Institutes
have developed soil testing kits which cost
about ` 1200 per kit initially and about ` 700 for
refilling, with capacity to analyse 25 samples.
These are easily operated by the farmers, when
they are properly trained. Such units could be
popularised and made available to farmers’
clubs, agri-clinics / agri-business centres etc.
In order to give impetus to soil health care, a
scheme to provide, in mission mode, a soil health
card to every farmer, with an allocation of ` 100
crore has been launched by GoI. An additional
amount of ` 56 crore has been allocated to set
up 100 mobile soil-testing laboratories across
the country. So far 10.28 cr. Soil health cards has
been issue under cycle-I (2015-16 &2016-17) and
0.95 crore soil health cards under Cycle- II (201718). State iwse progress in issue of Soil Health
Card (SHC) as on 23 January 2018 is indicated in
Annexure-IV.
NABARD, had sanctioned a R&D project called
Mobile Agri Polyclinic (MAP) to one of the KVKs in
Maharashtra and the project has been successful.
The farmers are coming forward to get the soil
tested and adopt the recommendations of the
MAP. GoI proposes to provide Soil health cards to
all farmers based on the soil test data.

Samyukta Mahila Samiti (SMS), User Groups
(UGs) etc., are also created during the process of
implementation. These positive impacts need to
be harnessed judiciously with provision of need
based credit for potential income generating
activities in the watershed area.
Integrated farming system covering dairy,
poultry, crop cultivation, dry land horticulture,
and fisheries etc., precision Farming through
JLG mode, water resource development through
construction of farm ponds, vermicompost
production,
promotion
of
Producer
Organizations/Groups, value chain management
and value addition to agriculture produce
through Farmers Producer Organizations etc.,
are some of the interventions which could be
taken up in watershed area.
NABARD has already demonstrated such loan
based sustainable development model in the
developed watersheds through the window of
UPNRM. For a country like India, different types
of watershed plus models, fitting to the local
context, need to be developed. Feasible Area
Development Schemes and banking plans need
to be promoted to meet the increasing credit
demand from rainfed tracts of the country.

8. Climate change adaptation and
Climate Proofing of watersheds

Climate change has become real and tangible,
affecting people’s lives worldwide. It is a major
challenge for agriculture, food security and rural
livelihoods. As indicated in Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in its Fifth
Assessment Report released in March 2014,

6.7. Credit Intensification in
watersheds:

Generally
under
watershed
projects
implemented by various development agencies
in the country, major focus is given for basic
infrastructure development in terms of soil
and water resource conservation through
engineering, biological and agronomical
measures. Many studies have brought out
positive impacts such as improved water regime,
increased productivity, soil improvement
etc., on account of implementation of the
above measures. Further, vibrant community
based institutions such as Village Watershed
Committees (VWC), Self Help Groups (SHGs),
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Fertilizers (N2O) 37%
Rice (CH4) 11%
Livestock(CH4) 32%
Residue burning and
Forest clearing 13%
Manure management
(Ch4,N2O) 7%

poor, marginalized, and rural communities are
likely to be hit hardest by climate impacts. As
per recorded observations, India has seen an
increase of 0.4 degree Centigrade, in the mean
surface air temperature over the past century
(1901–2000). It has been estimated that a 2.0 to
3.5 degree Centigrade increase in temperature,
and the associated increase in precipitation,
can lower agricultural GDP by 9 to 28 per cent
(Source: 12th Five Year Plan). The impacts of
climate change are global, but countries like
India are more vulnerable in view of the high
population depending on agriculture and high
dependence on climatic parameters. In India,
significant negative impacts have been implied
with medium-term (2010-2039) climate change,
predicted to reduce yields by 4.5 to 9 percent,
depending on the magnitude and distribution of
warming (Source: NICRA – National Initiative on
Climate Resilient Agriculture).
India has already shown its commitment to
help address the global climate challenge and
Government of India accorded top priority for
addressing climate change related concerns.
India has signed the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), and
has acceded to the Kyoto Protocol in 2002. The
Government has also formulated the National
Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) that
provides for eight missions to help the country
adapt to the effects of climate variability
and change. On the basis of NAPCC, State
Governments have prepared State Action Plan
on Climate Change (SAPCC).
NABARD has been accredited as National
Implementing Entity (NIE) for Adaptation Fund
Board (AFB) created under United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) for India and is the only NIE in Asia
Pacific Region. Besides, NABARD is actively
engaged with GoI in operationalization of
National Adaptation Fund (NAF) announced in
the Union Budget.
NABARD has taken several steps to develop
climate resilient livelihoods in the rural areas
of the country. Implementation of NRM based
programme like watershed, wadi, UPNRM;
supporting climate change adaptation project
in Ahmednagar district of Maharashtra; climate
proofing of watersheds on pilot basis in Tamil
Nadu and Rajasthan are some of the steps.

Decrease crop production up to 30% in
South Asia by the mid-21st century and 20%
increase in crop yield in some regions due
to CO2 fertilization

Climate Chage

The Challenge
is to Reduce the
Carbon Emission
from Agricultureal
Processes

Agriculture

Release 37% of green house gas of the
world’s total emissions

NABARD has been supporting watershed
development programme in 19 states in India under
its Watershed Development Fund (WDF). Majority of
the projects taken up are in resource poor region of
the country inhabited by the poor people, who are
highly vulnerable to climate change. The present
model although takes care of conservation of
resources, it does not address the long term climate
change adaptation challenges, hence emphasis
has now shifted towards climate proofing.

6.9. Climate Change Projects related
to Soil, Crop & Water Management
Sector implemented by NABARD

a. Watershed Development Projects
NABARD has been implementing watershed
development programme since 1990s under Indo
German Watershed Development Programme
(IGWDP). Based on the success of implementation
of the projects under IGWDP, Participatory
Watershed Development Programme was started
by NABARD in 1999-2000 by setting up Watershed
Development Fund (WDF) with an initial corpus
of ` 200 crore (contributed equally by GoI and
NABARD). As on 31 March 2017, out of 1935
watershed projects, 1275 projects have been
completed successfully and others are in various
stages of implementation in 19 States. An area of
19.02 lakh ha has been treated, so far, benefitting
more than 5 lakh beneficiaries.
The major interventions under Watershed
Development Programme being implemented
by NABAD are as under:
•	Human
Resource
Development
(community development);
•	Soil and land management (conservation
and use);
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•	Water management (conservation and use);
•
Afforestation;
•
Pasture(Fodder) development;
•
Agricultural development;
•
Livestock management; and
•
Rural energy management
NABARD has also been encouraging CSR
collaboration in the watershed areas for their
comprehensive
development.
Watershed
plus approaches like demonstration and
dissemination of technologies, viz., precision
farming, sprinkler & drip irrigation, poly house /
shade net cultivation, integrated farming system,
crop water budgeting, water harvesting through
construction of additional water harvesting
structures / farm ponds, crop diversification,
promotion of Farmers’ Producers’ Organizations
(FPOs), etc., are given emphasis besides activities
like health, education, sanitation, housing, etc.
NABARD has implemented 121 projects with
CSR collaboration from 19 corporates/trusts.
This watershed plus approach helps in further
increasing credit absorption in watershed
areas, besides improving quality of life of the
beneficiaries covered under the projects.
b. KfW Soil programme
NABARD has signed an agreement with KfW for
implementation of the captioned programme over
a period of 04 years starting from 2016 till December
2019 in 123 completed or near completion
watershed projects spread across five States Viz.
Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Odisha, Chhattisgarh,
& Karnataka. Objectives of the Programme are:
i.	NRM interventions to improve resource
base, minimize risk of climate change and
its adverse impact on community
ii.	Improve soil quality and health in highly
degraded area
iii.	Promotion of sustainable farming,
Productivity enhancement and natural
resource management practices
iv. Improvement in nutritional security
v.
Promotion of livelihood in rural area
vi.	Knowledge management, Institutional
development, capacity building etc.
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The status of implementation as on 31 October
2017 is as under:
Table 6.4: KFW soil programme
Name of State

Andhra Pradesh
Chhattisgarh
Karnataka
Odisha
Telangana
Grand Total

Number of No of Projects
ongoing
projects
sanctioned
38
38
17
17
30
30
18
18
20
20
123
123

c. Springshed Development Programme in NER
NABARD has been implementing watershed
development projects in the country since 1990s.
The projects are implemented in the states
having major dryland /rainfed regions except
North Eastern Region (NER) which has different
topographical and geological conditions. Due to
peculiar and unique geographical conditions in
the region, NER is not covered under WDF.
Further, due to adverse impact of climate change
in the recent past in the region, the springs,
which are life line of the NER, are getting dried
up affecting agriculture and livelihood of rural
community. To address the changing agro
climatic conditions in the region both in terms
of increased intensity of rainfall and reduction in
the temporal spread resulting in water scarcity
during summer/winter seasons, innovative &
integrated concept of springshed development
(locally called as Dhara Vikas which is in vogue in
NE states like Nagaland including Sikkim, etc.,)
has been developed by NABARD.
The programme was launched in January
2017, and the entry point activities are being
undertaken in the programme area. The
approach is expected not only to address
drinking water scarcity in the region but also,
help farmers doing farming during off-season as
well, for the alternate livelihood.
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Amount
sanctioned

(Amt in lakh)
Amount
released

1857.11
833.18
1369.75
892.99
999.95
5952.98

453.61
161.34
564.94
308.58
249.91
1738.38

7.	Doubling Farmer’s
Income
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The Hon’ble Finance Minister in his budget
speech delivered on 29th Febrary 2016 envisaged
provision of income security to the farmers
going beyond the concept of food security and
assured that Union Government will reorient its
interventions in the farm and non-farm sectors
to double the income of the farmers by 2022.
Doubling the farmers’ income by 2022, in real
terms is a big challenge and needs large scale
revamping, reorientation and innovation in the
initiatives.
Before discussion about means and strategy to
achieve the goal of doubling farmer’s income, it
is imperative to know a farmer’s typical balance
sheet and the challenges he face.

In most simple way one can prescribe that Farmer’s
income can increase through increasing total
output and their prices, reducing production
costs through lowering input use and/or reducing
input prices. But this does not appear to be right
kind of suggestion. An analysis of average cost of
production of important crops in five major states
and the Minimum Support Price (MSP) being offered
to the farmers doesn’t support this prescription.

Table 7.1: A Farmer’s Typical Income and Expenditure Statement
Expenditure on Farming
A
a.	Agricultural operations
Land Rent/ land Lease
Rent, Land preparation,
Labour Cost, Seed Cost,
Irrigation Cost, Fertilizer
Cost, Pesticide Cost
Insurance Premium cost
Storage cost, Machinery
depreciation, Credit Cost
Minimum unavoidable
Post-harvest loss
b.	Shelter, Educational,
Health and Sanitation
c.	Social, Religious and
Relational

Income Source
B
Volume of Produce
Marketable Agricultural and
allied activity Surplus

Factors affecting Expenditure
C
Cost of inputs

Factors affecting Income
D
Market Rate of produce

No Control of Farmers

Loss due to calamities
Family, Social and religious
obligations.

Avg. Market Rate

No control of farmers

Table 7.2
Crop/State
2008-09
PADDY
WHEAT
MAIZE
GRAM
ARHAR
MOONG
GROUNDNUT
RAPESEED AND
MUSTARD
COTTON
SUGARCANE

728
757
775
1793
2492
2990
2705
1416
2272
99

C2-Cost of cultivation (`/Quintal)
2013-14
Projected cost
2016-17
2017-18
1220
1714
1879
1042
1278
1357
1388
2046
2266
3243
4817
5342
3876
5169
5599
5403
8019
8892
3822
4770
5086
2371
3331
3651
3978
152

5770
204

6368
221

(Source : Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture)
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Share of
Family
23%
22%
29%
17%
27%
27%
22%
31%
20%
17%

Minimum Support Price (`/Quintal)
2008-09
2013-14
2016-17
2017-18
850
1080
840
1730
2000
2520
2100
1830

1310
1400
1310
3100
4300
4500
4000
3050

1470
1625
1365
4000
5050
5225
4220
3700

1550
1735
1425
4400
5450
5575
4450
4000

2500
81

3700
210

3860
230

4020
255

It can be observed in the table 7.3 in most of
the cases the farmers have negative margin at
current rate except in case of sugarcane and
wheat if family labour is also counted a one of
the component of the cost of production. Family
labour which accounts for about 22 to 23 % of
total cost of production, if not considered as cost
of cultivation, even then the margin is negative
in case of maize, moong and cotton during
current year.
Table 7.3

PADDY
WHEAT
MAIZE
GRAM
ARHAR
MOONG
GROUNDNUT
RAPESEED AND MUSTARD
COTTON
SUGARCANE

Net Margin to farmers
At cost With FL (`/Quintal)
2013-14
2016-17
90
-244
358
347
-78
-681
-143
-817
424
-119
-903
-2794
178
-550
679
369
-278
-1910
58
26

Hence, diversifying production mix towards
more remunerative enterprises and providing
earning opportunities in non-farm sector. Apart
from the traditionally known risks to farmers,
climate change is an additional risk factor that
can cause loss of farm income. Apart from this,
access to good physical, economic/financial,
social infrastructure such as marketing and
processing facilities, godowns and cold storage
capacity, banking network that can provide
much needed capital; educational, medical
facilities and training facilities for imparting skills
that market demands is important. For it would
enhance the productive capacity on farms, help
farmers realise better prices, reduce wastage,
enhance shelf life, adopt better technology, meet
capital needs and improve quality and quantity
of livelihoods and improve employability on
better terms. Risk coping and mitigation through
various mechanisms including insurance would
also help indemnify loss of income.
At the same time it is also necessary to mitigate
the social, family, health, shelter and educational
risk of the farmers.

sources of income (share in %)

Crop/State

9.8
25.9
0.7

63.6

Net Margin to farmers
At cost Without FL (`/Quintal)
2013-14
2016-17
374
251
592
716
324
-90
421
575
1480
1376
563
-476
1029
829
1402
1332
523
-242
84
85

2017-18
-329
378
-841
-942
-149
-3317
-636
349
-2348
34

11.1

8.8
12

13.9

40.9

28.2

15
16.5

9.9

8.1
11.1

5.2
10.8

57.3

68.6

23.5

15.4

4.4
7.6

4.3
6.3

77.6

86.2

2017-18
214
770
-186
602
1469
-746
835
1405
-507
98

8
11.9

47.9

57.5
38.3

48.1
10.3
22.01-44.01-10

0.41-1 UP TO
11.01 -22
Farm size in ha.
Non-farm business
Livestock
Cultivation
<0.010.01-0.4

32.2
3.2
10+ALL SIZES
Wages / Salaries

Hon’ble Prime Minister, himself gave a seven
point strategy to achieve doubling of agriculture
income.
i.	Big focus on irrigation with large budgets,
with the aim of “per drop, more crop.”
ii.	Provision of quality seeds and nutrients
based on soil health of each field.
iii.	Large investments in warehousing and
cold chains to prevent post-harvest crop
losses.
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iv.	Promotion of value addition through food
processing.
v.	Creation of a national farm market, removing
distortions and e-platform across 585 stations.
vi.	Introduction of a new crop insurance
scheme to mitigate risks at affordable cost.

Farmers’ Challenges

Soil has losts its
physical, chemical
biological character

Cost of inputs has
increased: needs 300kg
urea per ha. compared
to 3kg initially

My seeds are not
germinating: soil has
become saline

vii.	Promotion of ancillary activities like
poultry, beekeeping and fisheries.
Agriculture (inclusive of animal husbandry,
forestry and fishing) is central to the nutrition
needs of India and also remains the largest sector
of India’s economy as a source of employment.
For the prosperity of a large section of India’s
workforce, it is essential that we sustain this
turnaround. Achieving this goal would require
significantly faster growth in nearly all variables
that positively impact farmers’ incomes.

Where is the
ground water, my well
is dried up

Where are many
traditional
seeds

I am indebted
should I Suicide

What if the new
seed fails (Seed Bill)

Double Farmers’ Income Approach

The NITI Aayog Report of Task Force on Agricultural
Development has looked into the issue of
revitalization of agriculture in substantial detail.

 Inergate

It has concluded that immediate actions
necessary to sustain and accelerate agricultural
growth may be divided into four areas.
a.	Reform of agricultural produce marketing
policies
b. Raising Productivity
c.
Agricultural Land policy
d. Relief Measures

 Cut Costs

 Diversify
 Cluster
 Enhance Irrigation Use Efficiancy
 Add Value
 Monsson, Market, Mindset
 Protect - Produce - Process - Prosper

Interventions for increasing Farmer’s Income
Decreasing Expenditure Not under control of Farmers Needs
Govt. Intervention
Action
Effect
Input Subsidy through DBT
Cheaper Seed, Fertilizer and
Pesticide
Enhanced Interest Subvention
on Credit under KCC and Make
JLG members eligible for
interest Subvention
Transfer MNREGA Labour force
to Farm

Make PMFBY Universal and
mandatory at 1% premium
by farmers- Make all types of
farmers eligible
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Cheap credit

Increasing or stabilizing Income Farmers need external
support – both Govt and Non-Govt.
Action
Effect
Collectivise Farming to gain
Better Bargaining power in
size- Promote FPO/ JLG/SHG
purchase of input and sale of
produce- Higher Net Income
Wider market access and choice
Market Rate StabilisationExtend E-NAM up to Panchayat for selling at appropriate timeTime value benefit
Level.

To reduce labour cost in farming Supplementary activity for
additional Income- Subsidy+ Credit
for taking up Animal Husbandry,
Fishery, Poultry, Piggery of any
small scale agro- processing and
rural Non- farm activity
Lower cost of Insurance
Extensive promotion of JLG
But Income Security
of landless/marginal farmers/
small farmers and provide KCC
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Supplementary Income leading
higher total income of farmers
and productive self employment during off-field days.

Replacing high cost credit from
private lenders with cheap credit from banks

Derisking the farmers is also an important tool
to increase the income of the farmers and create
additional employment in the economy as
collateral benefit.
Dovetailing the on-going schemes MGNREGS
with agricultural operations and making labour
available to farmers and even engaging landless/
tenant/marginal and small farmers in the
programme may also be explored. A suggested
model is presented below.

Derisking the farmer’s household and cutting loss
Medical
Insurance of
All farmer
Household
Farmers Home
Insurance

•
` 50000/•
Govt. to pay premium.
•
Treatment in Designated and Govt. notified Hospitals
•
AADHAR linked.
•
Cover all farmers up to holding size of 5 Ha.
•	Home costing up to ` 3 lakhs in Rural Area against damages
by natural calamity-flood, cyclone, earth quake, fire.
•
Govt. to bear 50% Premium.
•	All units constructed under PM Housing Scheme- RuralMandatory
•
In case of No claim, 1/3rd rebate in next premium payment.

Transfer of MNREGA Labour Force to Agri Operations on Farmer’s Field (out of 100 days of Guaranteed Employment per Labour)
Farm engagement
(Minimum 15 days per cropping season and Maximum
30 days per year)
•	Farmer to get MNREGA registered labour @ 5 labourer per Ha.
per season.
•
Payment to Labourer on certification of Farmers.
•
Govt. to Pay Labourers.
•	Farmers need not pay to labour for the eligible no. of days of
work in his field rendered by the MNREGA registered labourer.
•	AADHAR embedded technology to authenticate the record
and payment to be developed and used.

Other engagement
(Balance days for rural infrastructure creation and rural
amenities in rural area for public use)
•	Creation of Agri related structure/ irrigation structure like
ponds, WHT, canal, Checkdam etc.
•	Restoration, renovation, desiltation and revival of natural
water bodies, ahar pines and dead rivers/ streams.
•
Social Forestation and upkeep.
•
Watershed development under IWMP
•
Drainage and sanitation in villages.
•
Village road construction.
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8. Key Issues and
Challenges
38
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Despite the importance of the sector in
conserving the natural resources and providing
the base on which all the plant and animal
productivity depends, there are constraints in
effectively taking up these activities. The major
issues and challenges are given below:

Credit Related

Even though all the farmers are yet to be covered
with facility of institution credit but the moot point
is credit taking ability of the farmers in general and
the credit for investment in land development
activity. Data on incidence of indebtedness as
surveyed by NSSO Table 8.1 presents a rather
different picture from the perceived notion of nonavailability of institutional credit to all farmers.
Table 8.1: Incidence of Indebtedness in major States – Agri. Households Holding Size Wise (Percent)
Name of State

Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Karnataka
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Odisha
Punjab
Rajasthan
Telangana
Uttar Pradesh
West Bengal
All India

Marginal
AHH

Small AHH

Semi Medium
AHH

Medium AHH

Large AHH

All Group

52.2
86.7
52.0
42.3
35.6
78.7
46.2
50.9
51.0
77.2
91.1
63.6

23.9
10.0
24.4
27.4
29.3
15.2
15.9
18.3
23.6
13.4
7.4
18.4

16.1
2.6
14.8
21.4
22.8
4.3
17.9
16.8
19.6
7.1
1.4
12.0

6.9
0.7
7.4
7.5
11.6
1.8
17.6
12.1
5.0
2.1
0.1
5.4

0.9
0.0
1.3
1.3
0.7
0.1
2.4
1.9
0.9
0.2
0.0
0.6

92.9
42.5
77.3
45.7
57.3
57.5
53.2
61.8
89.1
50.8
51.5
51.9

Source: NSSO 70th Round survey of Agri. Households (Jan-Dec 2013)
Indebtedness relates to all kinds of outstanding loan irrespective of the purpose.
Data on credit to farmers from scheduled
commercial banks reveal that as on 31 March
2016, there were 77 million agriculture loan
accounts with average loan size of ` 1.16 lakh.
70% of loan account were crop loan account
constituting 67% of loan outstanding. 27% loan
account pertained to investment in equipment
such as tractors, power tillers, pumpsets, other
agri equipment etc. Loan for land development
activities were negligible. Out of 77 million agri.

loan accounts, 39 million accounts were of small
and marginal farmers.
Above data on incidence of indebtedness also
directly correlates to chocking of further credit
flow to already indebted farmers and reduced
credit absorption capacity and credit worthiness
of farmers in some of the agriculturally important
states. This phenomenon is more acute in case
of small and marginal farmer’s households.

Table 8.2: Farm size Classes
Particulars
Income (`)
Total consumption expenses (`)
Net surplus/(+) deficit (-) (`)

< 0.01 0.01 - 0.4
4561
4152
5108
5401
-547
-1249

0.41 - 1
5247
6020
-773

Up to 1
4718
5701
-983

1.01 - 2
7348
6457
891

2.01 - 4 4.01 - 10
10730
19637
7786
10104
2944
9533

10 +
41388
14447
26941

All Sizes
6426
6223
203
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Meagre credit flow from formal financial
institutions in developed watersheds despite
huge potential, Watershed development
projects are under implementation by Centre/
State Governments and NABARD. Various studies
have shown significant improvement in the crop
and biomass production on account of improved
soil and water regime. In addition, vibrant
community based organisations like Village
Watershed Committee (VWC), User Groups
(UGs), Self Help Groups (SHGs), Samyukta Mahila
Sangha (SMS) etc. exist in such developed
watersheds. However, credit flow from formal
financial institutions even in developed
watersheds is reported to be meagre despite
huge potential. Banks need to identify their
branches in such developed watersheds, build
capacity of the Branch Managers/Field Officers
and embark on financing various watershed
plus activities either directly or through CBOs
like VWC, SMS, UGs etc.

Formulation and implementation of at
least one model project by the major banks
for each of the potential activities and
particularly in the areas like watershed plus
activities, organic farming, composite farm
development, water harvesting, etc. may
help boosting credit flow.
Gap between Actual yield & Potential yield (Field Level Demonstration)
23%
31

No. of Household
operational holdings

= 108.78 million

Estimated No. of
plots operated

= 397.67 million

Average size of plots

= 0.248 Ha.

Average No. of
plots per holding

= 2

34

48%
23

19
50%

Wheat

Rice

Actual Yield (Qtl/Ha)

Gram

= 0.592 ha.

92.83% of agricultural households are small and
medium farmers possessing land up to 2 ha. and
together they own only 53.3% of land area.

Others

	
 Non-availability of technical officers in
banks for formulation of ADS
	
 Perceived notion that no direct quantifiable
benefits accrue from land development,
hampers the credit flow to the sector.
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Rapeseed

Potential Yield (Qtl/Ha)

Wider gap in Eastern India

Scope for higher value crops
100

8%
10%

80

23%

27%

60

33%

40

14%

20

55%

0

30%

Area
Cereals

Pulses & Oilseeds

Value
Horticulture

Sugar & Plantation Crops

82% land in crops which contribute to 44% value

Percent of joint holding = 3%
Average land holding

15

72%

10

Land holding

More than half of the population is directly
dependent on agriculture and land is the most
precious asset owned by them. As per 70th
round of NSSO survey, the ownership pattern,
distribution of land holding and size is a
major cause of concern for investment in land
improvement activity apart from mechanization
of agricultural activity. The statistics speaks
itself of the problems faced by the sector.
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 The activities like soil and water
conservation, land reclamation, on-farm
development etc., by nature entail a group
action which, in turn, requires motivation
of entire community to work together.
This requires preparation of the area
based credit programme covering service/
command areas of multiple branches
of either same bank or different banks
and motivation of the community before
actually implementing the programme.
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 Deteriorating soil health due to over use
of chemical fertilizer and pesticides, use
of poor quality ground water, low use of
organic manures, ignoring incorporation
of legumes in crop rotation etc. have
become major concerns for sustaining
higher productivity. Financing for soil,
water and input testing services, adoption
of Integrated Nutrient Management (INM),
Integrated Pest Management (IPM), organic
manure production unit etc., would
address this problem to a great extent.
Absence of strong and uniform Tenancy

Act across States prevents achieving
economies of scale of operation by SF/MF
through leasing-in of land.
	
 Poor progress in computerization of land
records
	
 Low seed replacement rate especially for
pulses and oilseeds.

	
 Low level of yield in respect of coarse
cereals and pulses

	
 Adverse impact due to climate change/
variability- predicted reduction of yield by
4.5 to 9%
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9. Strategies for
Development

42
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Development of the sector and exploitation
of the potential estimated under the sector
are proposed to be achieved by adopting the
following strategies
•	Identify investment activities that can
be financed in developed watersheds for
livelihood support to small and marginal
farmers, land less labourers through
a participatory study with watershed
community. Develop area development
models that can be linked for financing
by banks/NABARD business interventions
like NABFINS, PODF, NABKISAN through
community based groups like SHGs/JLGs/
Farmers clubs etc.
•	Develop area development schemes for
financing of on farm development works in
the command areas of minor and medium
irrigation projects financed under RIDF



Soil-Water Conservation
•	Bio-engineering measures: Contour nunding/
farming, conservation furrows, bench terracing,
Straggered trenching, Vegetative barriers/Check
dams for rainfed lands



Intergrated Nutrient Management
•	Soil fertility maps for precise fertilizer use
•	Conjunctive use of Chemical fertilizers, organic
manures and Biofertilizers
•	New fertilizer policy-Sulphur along with NPK and
micronutrients (fortified/coated and customized
fertilizers)



Intergrated Farming Systems
•	Locations-specific IFS models: Cereals, Pulses,
Vegetable, Fruits, Livestock and Fish



Dryland Farming
•	Drought-resistant crop varieties
•	Integrated Mission for Sustainable Development
(IMSD)
•	Participatory Land and Water Resources
Management : Sujala
•
Land Treatments for In situ Moisture Conservation
•	Water Saving Technologies: Laser leveling, Raised
bed planting

•	Prepare area development schemes
on reclamation of problematic soils in
consultation with Central Soil salinity
Research Institute Karnal and its sub
stations in different States
•	Popularisation of Integrated Farming
System, system of crop intensification
(SRI, SWI & SSI) and Precision Farming
Technology
•	Value chain financing for millets and pulses
– the most neglected crops

Way Forward
Ø	Integration & Diversification

•	Establishment of soil & water testing labs
and ensuring issue of soil health cards for
all farmers
•	Promotion of Organic Farming in the
potential regions of Eastern and NER
through inter-disciplinary approach
•	Reforming Tenancy Law on the lines of
successful ones. Eg: West Bengal.
•

Issue of land lease certificate. Eg: AP

•	Consolidation of land holding through
mechanisms like JLG, SHG & Kudumbashree
in Kerala for facilitating group farming
•	Computerisation of land records with
access to banks for creation of charge. Eg:
Bhoomi project of Karnataka

•

Ø

Input Management (Quality Seeds, Water, Power)

Ø

Labour & Small Farm Mechanisation

Ø

Post harvets losses, Value addition, Market Access

Ø

Cluster Farming, Infrastructure (Irrigation, Cold Chains)

Ø

Access to information and Credit & Crop Insurance

Ø

Non-Farm and Off-Farm Employment and Income

Ø

Capacity Building and Agri-Skills

Ø

Gender mainstreaming & Retaining Youth in Agriculture

Scaling up of seed village programme

•	Decentralised soil & water testing labs and
issue of soil health cards.

•	Promotion of commodity specific
Producer Organizations for value chain
management particularly for coarse
cereals and pulses

•	Organic farming, precision farming and
crop intensification

•	Climate proofing of watersheds and
promotion of climate resilient agriculture
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Suggested Action Plan

Smart Farming for Small Farmers

1.	Workout a separate scale of finance for
SRI, SWI, SSI and issue policy guidelines for
financing the same through KCC by banks.

Conservation Agriculture

Integrated Nutrient Management

2.	Study Integrated Farming System Models
demonstrated by a few select Agri
Universities/KVKs across the country
through interdisciplinary approach and
develop model projects for financing the
same by banks.
3.	Study precision farming technology
demonstrated by TNAU, Coimbatore in
Dharmapuri and Krishnagiri districts for
cultivation of vegetables, cotton, chilli,
maize, sugarcane, red gram, ragi etc;
and formulate bankable models through
interdisciplinary approach for financing
by banks and financing under business
interventions of NABARD like NABFINS,
PODF, NABKISAN, NABSAMRUDHI through
Producer Organisations/FC Federations/
JLG Federations/Producer Companies.
4.	Prepare a concept paper on precision
farming
for
implementation
of
demonstrative projects by the ROs in the
WDF/TDF project areas through KVKs/
NGOs/Resource Support Organisation.
5.	Study the credit potential under
completed/on-going watersheds and
completed irrigation projects under RIDF
and develop appropriate credit delivery
models
6.	Update model schemes on reclamation
of sodic water through gypsum chamber
(Chandigrah), OFD in RIDF commands
(AP), soil testing laboratories & soil health
counselling facility (TN) and reclamation of
saline and alkali soils (UP) for updation in
the website.

Integrated Farming Systems

Climate Smart Agriculture

Weather
Smart
•	Seasonal
weather
forecasts
•	ICT based
agroadvisiories
•	Index based
insurance
•	Climate
analogues

7.

Climate proofing of watersheds.
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Water Smart
•	Aquifer
recharge
•	Rainwater
harvesting
•	Community
management
of water
•	Laser leveling
•	On-farm
water
management

Carbon Smart
• Agroforestry
•	Conservation
tillage
•	Land use
systems
•	Livestock
management

Nitrogen
Smart
•	Site specific
nutrient
management
•	Precision
fertilizers
•	Catch
cropping/
legumes

Energy Smart
• Biofuels
•	Fuel efficient
energies
•	Residuce
management
•	Minimum
tillage

Knowledge
Smart
•	Farmerfarmer
learning
•	Farmer
networks on
adaptation
technologies
•	Seed and
fodder banks
•	Market Info
•	Off-farm risk
management
kitchen
garden

Annexure-I
Category Wise Area under Waste Lands in India
Sr. Category
No

Waste Land in Million Ha

1

Gullied and/ or Ravinous Land Medium

0.615

2

Gullied and/ or RavinousLand- Deep/ very deep ravine

0.127

3

Land with dense scrub

8.698

4

Land with open scrub

9.303

5

Waterlogged and Marshy Land-Permanent

0.176

6

Waterlogged and Marshy Land-Seasonal

0.695

7

Land affected by Salinity/Alkalinity- Moderate

0.541

8

Land affected by Salinity/Alkalinity-Strong

0.139

9

Shifting Cultivation area- Current -Jhum

0.482

10

Shifting Cultivation area- Abandoned -Jhum

0.421

11

Under Utilized/degraded forest scrub dominated

8.370

12

Agricultural Land inside notified Area

1.568

13

Degraded Pastures/Grazing Land

0.683

14

Degraded Land under Plantation crops

0.028

15

Sands Riverine

0.211

16

Sands- Coastal Sand

0.066

17

Sands- Desert Sand

0.393

18

Sands –Semi stabilized to stabilized(>40m)dune

0.928

19

Sands –Semi stabilized to stabilized moderately high(15-40m)dune

1.427

20

Mining Waste Lands

0.059

21

Industrial Waste Lands

0.006

22

Barren Rocky area

5.948

23

Snow cover and /or glacial area

5.818

Total

46.702

Source : Waste Land Atlas 2011 DoLR, MoRD
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Annexure-II
State-wise Credit Potential -2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18
(` crore)
Sr. State
No

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

763.60

689.54

674.45

1

Andhra Pradesh

2

Andaman & Nicobar

0.59

0.77

3

Arunachal Pradesh

5.45

7.40

4

Assam

61.00

53.67

56.00

5

Bihar

309.94

330.75

363.96

6

Chhattisgarh

227.32

188.46

219.21

7

Goa

42.49

28.64

36.54

8

Gujarat

985.43

1185.11

1241.65

9

Haryana

1019.05

1446.07

1719.05

10

Himachal Pradesh

149.10

166.31

221.82

11

Jammu & Kashmir

31.22

37.59

32.60

12

Jharkhand

101.28

90.32

96.78

13

Karnataka

2408.57

2908.15

3622.18

14

Kerala

1141.97

1315.71

1720.56

15

Madhya Pradesh

866.05

808.07

829.86

16

Maharashtra

688.20

893.11

1000.86

17

Manipur

2.93

3.70

2.86

18

Meghalaya

17.76

18.10

14.61

19

Mizoram

3.23

4.05

5.30

20

Nagaland

17.45

9.08

9.50

21

New Delhi

0.15

0.11

22

Odisha

225.98

306.30

335.22

23

Punjab

1490.26

1951.91

1979.17

24

Rajasthan

2261.96

2658.31

2965.07

25

Sikkim

1.12

1.17

1.07

26

Tamil Nadu

2093.78

1930.59

2209.05

27

Telangana

317.63

334.37

408.28

28

Tripura

16.14

16.01

33.84

29

Uttar Pradesh

311.55

756.39

875.24

30

Uttarakhand

28.22

22.66

31.59

31

West Bengal
Total

Source: State Focus Paper
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168.96

172.90

198.09

15752.19

18333.23

20912.69

Annexure-III
State wise Refinance disbursed to Land Development Sector
(` Crore)
Sr. State
No

Refinance Disbursed
During 2016-17

Cumulative
Disbursements

255.71

534.40

1

Andhra Pradesh

2

Arunachal Pradesh

0.00

0.34

3

Assam

0.00

0.51

4

Bihar

20.16

132.04

5

Chhattisgarh

33.52

138.13

6

Goa

0.00

3.49

7

Gujarat

754.35

1491.91

8

Himachal Pradesh

0.26

128.83

9

Haryana

608.80

1998.59

10

Jammu & Kashmir

0.03

7.88

11

Jharkhand

0.00

1.18

12

Karnataka

82.83

1514.06

13

Kerala

173.93

1195.32

14

Madhya Pradesh

285.17

424.94

15

Maharashtra

722.80

1025.48

16

Manipur

0.00

0.01

17

Meghalaya

0.00

0.03

18

Mizoram

0.00

0.43

19

Nagaland

0.00

0.51

20

Odisha

6.98

58.80

21

Punjab

1326.08

3440.66

22

Rajasthan

480.15

1328.22

23

Sikkim

0.00

0.00

24

Tamil Nadu

604.81

1229.84

25

Telangana

29.61

29.61

26

Tripura

0.01

0.09

27

Uttar Pradesh

316.62

802.64

28

Uttarakhand

24.72

40.30

29

West Bengal

0.81

101.40

24.44

32.42

5751.79

15662.06

Others(UT and A&N)
Total
Source: (Statistical Statement of nabard 2016-17)
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Annexure- IV
Progress under Soil Health Card
(` crore)
States

2015-16 & 2016-17
Target for
distributing
SHC (Cycle -I)

2017-18

Target for
No. of SHCs Percent Progress of
distributing
SHCs Distributed
Distributed
(Cycle-I) SHC (Cycle -II)
(Cycle-I)

No. of SHCs Percent Progress of
SHCs Distributed
Distributed
(Cycle-II)
(Cycle-II)

Uttar Pradesh

16991000

15910431

93.64

11662730

418378

3.59

Maharashtra

12977232

12977232

100.00

6488616

1782793

27.48

Madhya Pradesh

8872377

8872377

100.00

4436189

1678521

37.84

Rajasthan

6886000

6886000

100.00

3443000

707000

20.53

Karnataka

7832189

7832204

100.00

3916095

823859

21.04

Gujarat

5108923

5108923

100.00

2554462

0

0.00

Andhra Pradesh

7455204

7455204

100.00

3727602

1011863

27.15

Bihar

6500000

5553411

85.44

3618117

822574

22.73

West Bengal

5040510

4139000

82.11

2520255

0

0.00

Tamil Nadu

7000000

7000000

100.00

3500000

494392

14.13

Telangana

5720737

5720737

100.00

2860369

81185

2.84

Punjab

4619621

864925

18.72

2309811

0

0.00

Haryana

4227238

4227238

100.00

2180278

22700

1.04

Chhattisgarh

3890709

3890709

100.00

1945355

733952

37.73

Odisha

3216286

2402973

74.71

1848441

277128

14.99

Kerala

705420

705420

100.00

2852208

0

0.00

25000

20372

81.49

12500

4223

33.78

750494

750494

100.00

375247

146745

39.11

Goa
Uttarakhand
Himachal Pradesh

385011

385011

100.00

480383

283380

58.99

J&K

692062

692062

100.00

457022

71281

15.60

Jharkhand

637507

522810

82.01

318754

96367

30.23

20532

20532

100.00

56762

0

0.00

1540968

214871

13.94

770484

0

0.00

Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Manipur

114522

61774

53.94

57261

0

0.00

Meghalaya

209561

209561

100.00

104781

29228

27.89

Mizoram

11986

8216

68.55

5993

0

0.00

Nagaland

184797

184797

100.00

92399

0

0.00

Sikkim

46000

46000

100.00

23000

0

0.00

Tripura

117723

117723

100.00

58862

12343

20.97

7799

1918

24.59

3900

0

0.00

Dadar Nagar & Haveli

Andman & Nicobar

12000

0

0.00

6000

0

0.00

Puducherry

19594

19594

100.00

9797

0

0.00

111819002

102802519

92%

62696665

9497912

15%

Total

Source: DAC, Ministry of Agri., Cooperation and Farmer’s welfare, GOI. Status as on 23 Jan 2018.
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Note
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